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EXPLANATORY NOTE 
In order to further simplify the rules laid down by the Protocol No 3, 
annexed to each of the Agreements made with the EFTA countries, each of 
the Joint Committees set up by these Agreements has adopted two decisions, 
one modifies Article 23 of Protocol No 3 and the other modifies some 
I 
aspects of the rules governing the issue and making out of movement 
certificates EUR.1 and forms EUR.2. 
The reason for the seven proposed Regulations attached is thus to 
allow for the putting into force of these Decisions in the Community. 
It is proposed that the Council adopts these Regulations in such a 
way that they can enter into force on 1 January 1976, the date upon 
which Decision 1/75 modifying Article 23 of Protocol No 3 must enter 
into force. 
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Proposal for 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 
of 
concerning the application of Joint Committee 1EEC-Austria 
Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of adminiotrative co-operation, as well as 
Joint Committee EEC-Auetria Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation and Joint Coamittee 
Decision No 3/73 and cancelling Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission 1 
Whereas an Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
Republic of Austria was signed on 22 July 1972 , and entered 
into force on let January 1973 ; 
Whereas pursuant to Article 28 of Protocol No 3 concerning the definition 
of the concept of "originating products" and methode of administrative co-
operation, which is an integral part of the Agreement, the Joint Committee 
adopted Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 on 2nd December 1975 ; 
Whereas it is necessary to applJ this Decision in the Community, 
... ·; ... 
• t 
.. ;"· 
HM3 ADOP~r:ED 'l'HIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
~or the purpose of implementing the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Republic of Austria, Joint Committee 
Decisions Nos ·1/?5 and 2/75 annexed to this Regulation shall apply 
in ·the Community. 
.!!:j,icle 2 
'xhi.s Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in the entirety and directl7 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
------------------ --- -- --- ---------------- ---------------
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·AG~ EEO-AUSTRIA 
THE JOINT COHNO:TTEE 
DlOOISION No 1/75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
,of. 2 Deoember 1~75 
amending Article 23 or Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition or the conc~pt or "originating products" 
and methods or administrative co-operation 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic or Austria ~igned in Brussels on 
22 July 19?2, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 on the definition or "originating 
products" and methods or administrative co-operation (hereinafter 
referred to as "Protocol No 3"), and in particular Article 28 
thereof, 
... / ... 
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Whereas the pregent provisions of Article 23 (1) of Protocol No 3, 
suspended until 31 December 1975 by Joint Committee Decision No 4/74 
of 2 December 1974, stipulate that the prohibition on the benefit of 
drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs duty of whatever 
kind, for non-originating products used in the manufacture of 
originating products, applies as from the date when the duty applic-
able to originating products of the same kind as the products used 
was, in the Community or in ~ustria reduced to 40~ of the basic duty; 
?fuereas the reference to a certain level of tariff dismantling in 
order to determine the date of application of these provisions io 
likely to entail practical difficulties, in particular because of 
thP. differences in tariff systems applicable both to the finished 
products nnd to the originating products of the srune lcind as the 
products used; 
'N.hereaP it is consequently appropriate to provide for a uniform 
date of application for the whole of the products concerned; whereaA 
that date may be the date of the entry into force of this Decision; 
. ' .. / ... 
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~hereas, in addition, the present provisions of Article 23 (2) and 
(3), stipulate that, for the application of the tariff system in 
force by virtue of Article 3 -(1.) of the .Agreement, in trade between 
tho former EFTA countries, only those. products referred to in 
Articla 25 (1) of Protocol No 3 may benefit from drawback of 
customs duty of whatever kind; 
':,'here as in practice it is a result of these provisions thr~.t the 
benefit of drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs 
duty of whatever lrind, is prohibited for products originatin,"r, 
in the Connnunity as ori.~inally constituted or in Ireland which are 
.used in the manufacture of products which may benefit from the tariff 
system resultin,~ from Article 3 (1) of the Ar,reement; 
\'.here as this pro hi bi tion must continue for as long as the tariff 
system resultin~ from Article 3 (1) of the Agreement is not identical 
to that resultin~ from Article 3 (2) thereof; 
?fue~eas, however, for the majority of the products concerned, this 
prohibition will continue only until 30 June 1977; whereas it is 
- -
appropriate in a desire for simplification, to lay down the same 
date for all the products in question, 
HAS DECID;J:J AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The toxt·of Article 23 of Protocol No 3 shall be replaced by 
the followin,:_;: 
... ; ... 
----------
"Articl(! 23 
I 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2 products of the kind to which.the Agreement applies, which 
are used in the manufacture of products for which a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 is issued or completed, can 
only be the .subject of drawback of customs duty or benefit from an 
exemption from customs duty of whatever kind when products 
originating .in the Community, Austria. or one of the six countries 
referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol are concerned. 
2. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2, products originating in the Community as originally constituted 
or in Ireland which are use4 in tbe manufacture of products obtain6d 
in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 25{1) may not 
be the subject, in the State where such manufacture took place, of 
drawback of'oustoms duty or benefit from an exemption of customs 
duty of whatever kind until 30 June 1977. 
3. In this and the following Articles, the tenn "customs_ du~y'~ 
also means charges having an equivalent effect to custom dnty. 
I 
... ; ... 
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Article 2· 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 2 December 1975 
By the Joint Committee 
The President 
R. de KERGORLAY 
• 
• 
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AO~l~ EEO- AUSTRIA 
'1'1-Jtr. c.TOINT COMMITTEE 
DECISION No 2 /75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
of 2 December 1975 
amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 
and repealing Joint Committee Decision No ~/73 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Austria, signed in Brussels on 
22 July 1972, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation (hereinafter referred to as "Protocol No 3"), 
and in particular Article 28 thereof; 
... / ... 
---
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Whereas it is desirable that the value limits laid down in 
Article 14 of Protocol No 3 should be raised; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide a box in the movement certificate 
EUR. 1 and in Form EUR. 2 in which the name of the country of origin 
should be inserted; whereas it is, as a result desirable to amend 
the models of this certificate and form; 
Whereas it is also necessary to simplify further the procedure for 
issuing this certificate and for completing this ·form and inter alia 
by extending the measures adopted by Joint Ccm:i'ttee :n~~ision No 4/73 
to other means of transport, as well as to raise the value limit 
laid down in that Decision, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
·, 
The text of Article 14 (1) and (2) of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted and replaced by the following: 
"1 • The Community and Austria shall ad.mi t as origin:i ting 
products benefiting from the Agreement without requiring the 
production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 
any goods sent as small packages to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage, provided that 
such goode are not imported by way of trade and have been 
declared as meeting the conditions required for the 
application of these provisions, and where there is no doub·t; 
. as to the veracity of such declarati.on. 
Q •• / ••• 
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2. Importations which are occasional and consist solely of 
goods for the personal use of the recipients or travellers 
or their families shall not be considered as importations by 
way of ·trade if it is evident from the nature and quantity 
of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view~ 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 
100 units of account in ·the case of small packages or 
300 units of account in the case of the contents of 
travellers' personal luggage." 
Article 2 
The model movement certificate EUR. 1 given in Annex V to the 
Protocol No 3, as amended by Joint Committee ~ecision No 10/73, shall 
·be replaced by the model given in Annex I hereto. 
Article 3 
Note 8 to Article 10 of Annex I of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted. 
Article 4 
1. Article 8 (2) of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 shall be 
deleted. 
. .. ; ... 
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2. The first subparagraph of Article· 19 (2) of Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 shall be replaced by the following: 
11 For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
paragraph 1, the customs authorities of the importing State 
shall return the movement certificate or the form 
EUR. 2 or a photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, the 
reasons of substance or form for an inquiry. The invoice, 
if it has been submitted, or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the form EUR. 2 and the customs authorities 
shall forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that the particulars given on the said cer·~ificate 
or the said form are inaccurate." 
Article 5 
Article 21 of Decision No 3/73 of the Joint Committee shall 
be replaced by the following: 
"Article 21 
The initials and the endorsements referred to in 
Articles 13, 14 and 20 shall be inserted in the "REI.lARKS" box 
of the certificate." 
... ; ... 
''I .
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Article 6 
1. Without prejudice to Article 8 (1) of Protocol No 3, originat-
ing products within the meaning of that Protocol shall, provided 
the consignment consists only of originating products and provided 
the value does not exceed 1,500 units of account per consignment, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement on import into the 
Community or Austria on presentation of form EUR.2 of which a 
model is given in Annex II. 
2. One form EUR.2 shall be completed for each consignment. 
Article 7 
Form.EUR.2 shall be completed by the exporter or, under his res-
ponsibility, by his authorized representative. It shall be made out on 
the form of which a model is given in A!mex II. This form shall be 
printed in one or more of the languages in which the Agreement is drawn 
up. It shall be made out in one of these languages ~d in accordance 
with the provisions of the domestic law of the exporting State. If it 
is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in block letters. 
Form EUR.2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plus 8 mm 
or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used shall be 
white paper dressed for writing not containing me.chanical pulp and 
weighing not less than 64 g/m2. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Member States of the Community and Austria may reserve the 
right to print the forms themselves or may have them printed by printers 
approved by them. In the latter case each form must bear a reference 
to such approval. In addition, the form must bear the name and address 
of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It 
shall also bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which it 
can be identified. 
Article 8 
In order to ensure proper application of this Decision, the Member 
States of the Community and Austria shall assist each other, through 
their respective customs administrations, in checking the authenticity 
and accuracy of exporters' declarations made on forms EUR.2. 
Article 2 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who completes a form or 
causes a form to be completed which contains inaccurate information 
for the purpose of enabling goods to benefit from preferential treat-
ment. 
Article 10 
1. Movement certificates made out on .the forms previously in 
force may be used until. depletion of_stocks and at. the latest up to 
and including 30 June 1977, under th' conditio~ laid down before 
the entry into force of this Decision. 
•••/•oe 
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2. Forms EUR.2 made out on the form previously in force may 
be used until depletion of stocks and at the latest up to and 
including 30 June 1977 for postal consignments (including 
parcel post) under the conditions laid down before the entry 
into force of this Decision 
Additionally, they may be used until depletion of stocks and 
at the latesi; up to and including 30 June 1977, under the con-
di~ions l~id do~ by this Decision. In that case,_ the information 
to be given in Box 8 of the. -forms, models of which are to be 
found in Annex II, should be given in Box 7• 
Article 11 
Decision No 4/73 of the Joint Committee is hereby repealed. 
Article 12 
The text of Article 18 of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 
shall be replaced by the following: 
"Article 18 
Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his 
authorized representative shall complete and sign the 
form EUR.2. 
If the goods contained in the consignment have already 
been subject to verification in the exporting country by 
reference to the definition of the concept of "originating 
products", the exporter may refer to 't.his check in the "REMARKS" 
box of form EUR.2." j . 
. .. ; ... 
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Article 13 
An exporter who has completed a form EUR.2 shall be obliged to 
submit, at the request of the Customs authorities of the exporting 
country, supporting evidence concerning the use of this form. 
Article 14 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 Fr-~llruar.v 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 2 DecembP.r 1975 
For the Joint Committee 1 
The Chairman 
R. de KE.'RGORLAY 
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MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE ANNEX I 
1. Exporter IN•"'•· tun add_., counlrJ) EUR.1 No A oooooo 
See noteo oMrfllf before compl1llna 1111• form 
2. Certificate used In preferential trade betwun 
3. Consignee IN•"" full oddre11, oountryJ (OpllonaQ 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 5, Country, group of 
territory in wh•ch the products countnes or territory 
are considered u origtnating of destination 
1. Trllnsport detlllll topllonaQ ~.Remarks 
1. Item number; marke and numberal Number and kind of packages (1 ); description of goode t. Gross 
weight(kg) 
or other mea· 
aure (hires, 
cu.m, eft.) 
10. Invoices 
(Opl!onnl) 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified. 
Export document(&.): 
Form ..................................................... No, ......................... . 
Custome office: ........................................................... .. 
luuing country or territory: ................ : ................. . 
• .. :-. ... • ............................................................................................ . 
Dale ..................................................................... ~ ................ . 
......................................... .................................... _ ................. .. 
(8ignelurel 
81t1mp 
12. DECLARATION BY THE. EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, dt~clare that the goode 
deacrlbed above mtoel the conditions requi· 
red for the leaue of thie certificate. 
Place and date: .................. ---·-··· ...... __ . 
--··· .. -·-· .... _(ajp-.... "ZZ--............ .. ........ __ .. , 
~----------------------------------~---------------------j I 
• • •I • • • 
'. 
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13. REQUEST FOR VERIFICAnON, to 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate 
ie requested . 
14. RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
D 
D 
waa issued by the Customs Ofhce indicated and that the 
information contained therein is accurate. 
does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and 
accuracy (aee remarks appended). 
.. -··----·----(p.-;·~;·;;;;.-d~-te.,..) --------·-·--·-·""""""' ......... , ____ ,,, __ ,_, __ ::(PI::ac-o_o_n-:d-d-;;;;--·------.. -----
Slemp Slemp 
________ ,,,_,, , ___ ,,,, ... i8'i;j;~t;;;~;-·-............................ _,_,,,,,.,, •. 
............... _, ............ ,_,, ___ ,'i8i8'~~t;;·;;----·-·-··"·"""'"""""''--
(1} lnoert X in the oppropriote boo. 
NOTES 
1. Certificate• must not contain eraeurea or worde wriHen over one another. Any alter•tiona muet be m1de by deleting the Incorrect particuta,.. and adding enr neceeury 
co,.eeHono. Any euch oltoroHon muot bo initlollod by tho peroon who completed tho cerHIIcoto and ondcrood by the Cuotomo outhoritleo of tho looulno country or lefrlloty. 
2. No opacee mull bolelt between tho ltomo ontenod on tho certlllcoto ond eoch Item muot bo pnocedod by on item number. A horizonlel Hno muot bo drawn lmmodlotly below 
tho loaf 11om. Any unuood opaco muot bo otruck through In ouoh a manner ao to moke any later addiHono lmpooolblo, 
1. Goodo mull bo doocrlbod In oooordanco with oommorclal prootlco and with 111Hiolont doleH to onoble them 1o bo ldontlllod. 
. .. ; ... 
(ANNEX I) 
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APPUCAnON FOR-A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter IN•me, lull tdd'"•· oounlfyl EUR.1 No A oooooo 
he "*' Oftrltaf befoN complellne 11111 form 
2. Application for a certtflcate to be ueed In preferential 
trade between 
and 
4. Country, group of countriea or 8. Country, group of 
territory In whach the pnx.tucta countries or territory 
are oonaidered aa originating 1 · of destination 
~------------------------------~--~------------------._--------------~ e. !~"·!""'~ detllll• cop~~onan 7. Remark• 
lt) H goode 1. Item number; marka and numbera I Number and kind of package• (ft deacrlpllon of goode 
ltl""' 
t. Grose to. lnvoicea 
weight (kg) (Optional) 
pacbd,'"' 
~ .. 
"'""'* .. 
or other mea· 
aure (litrea, 
ll1ielnOt 
........ 
cu.m, etc.) 
bull' •• 
lflfiiOfl'ltlt. 
(ANNEX I) 
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DECLARAnON BY THE EXPORTER 
1, the undersigned, exporter of the goode described overleaf, 
I 
\, 
DECLARE that the goods meat the conditions required for the issue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY aa follows the circumstances which have enabled these goode to meat the above conditions: 
-------------------·---·---
·----·--.. -·--·------·----------
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
·----------·-·---------··-------------
·--------·-··-····-·-----·-·----------·---
·--------·-----------·-·---.. ·---.... --·--·-··-------
--·---.. -.............. --·-···---·--"·--· ................. _ .... , ..... -.... -·--·---.. -------·-... ··----
UNDERTAKE to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these authorities may require 
for the purpose of issuing the attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inspection of my accounts 
and to any check on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, carried out by the said authorities; 
REQUEST the issue of the attached certificate for these goods. 
---·-.. , .... ---------·--~p.·~~-;.;;i'd;i;;·----·--·-·-··"··---·--
(Sign~;.;;;,·-·---.. -·--............. · ........ _ .. ___ _ 
(t) For e•omple: Import documentl, movo-nt081111icotee, lnvolceo, monulocturor'o declorotlono, eta., referring to the productl uood In manufocturo or tho goodo ,.. 
erported in the oomo 11111. 
(ANNEX: I) 
,. . 
t 
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ANNEX I I 
For• E U R 2 No A lJ FORM USEO W PREFERENTIAL TRADE BET\IEEN ( 1) ··~··••o••••••~·· ANO •••••••••••••~o 
-· 
... ..,..~-ILJ EXPORTER (Nau, full addrau, country) I t U [!Er ARAriON l Y THC: EXPO :TER 
! 
',the undarsfrned, 1xporter of the qoods de1.flhe 
bolcw, r.e::bre tha~ th& Qoodsco~~ply wlji1 ihe rt• 
qufrsuonis for the complatlon of this form and that 
the goods ··,~v~ 1\~tafned the atatua of orl~fnatln~ 
~ CONSIGNEE (hu, full addre11, country) produch vlthl~ tho provl•fon• 9overn1n9 pr•f•r•"· t h 1 tr~d• ~~01111 ln ~eca 1, 
• 
.il PLACE AND OAT(--"----
ll SIGNATUr.E OF EXPORfE!;-·--.-------
f]j REMARKS (2) ! a..J COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ! (3) IfCouh IRY Of DE STIIIATI!Wi( 4) 
iil 
L 1 ~~lmrrrrt71r-
MARKS, NUHE£RS OF CONSIGNHENT AND DESCRIPTION OF-GtltllS. -pilAuTifOR!l'f IN TilE EXPORTINr,Ciiii~fiiVi~· 
fiESPOMSIBiE FOR VERifiCATION i1f T!il 
O[CLARAT ION BY THE EXPORTER 
---- ~ .... ---·-· 
(1) ln11rt the countrlu, groupe of countrlea or territories concerned. (2) Refer to any verli11.abor• .. i.eady 
carried out by the epproprlate authorities. (3) Bv the tera •country of origin' I• aaant country, group 
of countrlae or territory where the ooode are cooeldered to be orlolnatl"9• (~) By the tara 'country of 
deetlnatlon• Ia ••ant country, group of countrl•• or territory of destlnatloa, 
r-::-----------------~-----·~--------· 
.UJ REQU£ST FOR VERIFICATION ~~j RESULT or VERiriCAli:~~ 
The verification of the declaration by the exporter on Varlflc~tlon carrladout show• that (1) 
the front of this fora Is requested (•) 0 tM st<~ternPnts ~nd particulars (liven lo lhh 
form arc accurn+e 
..................................................... 
(Place and date) 
Sta~~p 
0 this fore d~~s ''"t o;u · the requlrefl!enls as tt• accuracy ud IWHl!.!flh"Ht f illlll re1arh 
append11d) 
••..• _.."' ... ,~., .... ,,]_ ,, ~l-l'l<tl!-•····· 
(Plnr.a and date) 
StaliP 
,I 
., ...•..•.....•..•..•.• 
·••••·(·s··IQ'n'a't'u'r'•')••••••••• ' J (Sionature) 
"------·--·-·-- ------------..J.-o-(1_)_Pl_ac_•_•_n._x_w_he_r~f~P~._Ic_•_bl_e_. -----~- .. " 
(•} Subsequent verification• of for•• £11R.2 ahal1 be carried out at rando111 or whenev"r the cuatomR euthorH!n of 
the leportlnq State haYa reasonable doubt 11 *o tho 1ccuracy of tho lnforaatlon ragardlnQ t~e authenticity of 
the for~s and the true orloln of the oooda In quaetlon. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COHPLETION Of RlR~ ;:·:n, ~ 
1 •. A for• fUR, 2 tay be aade out only for good• vhlch In the exporting courdry fulfil the conditions speclflerl b~ 
tne pro~islons governfnq the trade referred to In Box 1. 
/h~se provisions 1ust be studied carefully before the fora te co1plated~ 
2. lo the case of a con!lgnment by parcel poet the exporter attache• the fora to the deapa tch note. In tha ca~o 
of consiQn•e~t by lethr poet he encloaee the fora tn the package. The referenr.e •EUR.21 and ihe aerl1l numbe&' 
of the fora should be stated on the Custo11 green label dacl•ratlon C1 or on tn~ r«*loms declaration C2/CP3, as 
appropriate. 
3. These Instructions do not exeapt the exporter froa coaplylnq rlth any other for.alltles required by custoat or 
pottal requlailona. 
4. An exporttr vho use• this fora le obliged to subalt to tht appropriate authorltiAs ••Y aupportlnq evidence vhlch 
they •av require and to agr11 to any lnepeotlon by thea of hie acc:ounh t.nrl ,,f th• proce••• of lllllnttf-adur• rf 
th'! 9CJO(h ducl'!bed In Box t1 of t_hh fora. 

Proposal for 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 
of 
concerning the application of Joint. Committee EEC-Finla.nd 
Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation, as well as 
Joint Committee EEC-F.inland Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation and Joint Committee 
Decision No 4/74 and cnncellinp; Joint Committee Decision No 5/74 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUHOPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to th~ ~rrP.aly establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Artie]~ 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
Whereas an Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the Republio of Finland wna nigned on 5 Ootober 1973 , and entered 
into force on 1 January 1974; 
Whereas pursuant to Article 2A of Protocol No 3 concerning the definitto~ 
of the concept of "orip;innting producte" and methode of administrativ~ roo-
operation, which is an integral part of the Agreement, th~ Joint Committee 
adopted Decisions Noe 1/75 and 2/75 on 2 Deoember 19751 
Whereas it ia necessary to apply this Decision in the Community, 
,. 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Republio of Finland, Joint Committee 
Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 annexed to this Regulation shall apply 
in ·the Community. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in the entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
4. 
, .. 
... 
... 
• . , 
'. 
· AGREmENT EEC- FINLAND 
THE JOINT OOI•fifiTTEE 
DECISION No 1/75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
,of 2 Deoember 1~75 
amending Article 23 or Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the conqept of "originating products" 
and methods or administrative co-operation 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of ~nland, signed in Brussels on 
5 October 197 3, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 on the definition or "originating 
products" and methods of administrative co-operation (hereinafter 
I 
referred to as "Protocol No 3"), and in particular Article 28 
thereof, 
t • ·' .... 
---· ----- ----------
.. 
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Whereas the preffent prov1s1ons of Article 23 (1) of Protocol No 3, 
suspended until 31 December 1975 by Joint Committee Decision No 4/74 
of 2 December 1974, stipulate that the prohibition on the benefit of 
drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs duty of whatever 
kind, for non-originating products used in the manufacture of 
originating products, applies as from the date when the duty applic-
able to originating products of the same kind as the products used 
was, in the Community or in Finland, reduced to 40% of the basic duty; 
1fuereas the reference to a certain level of tariff dismantling in 
order to determine the date of application of these provisions io 
likely to entail practical difficulties, in particular because of 
thP. differences in tariff systems applicable both to the finished 
products n.nd to the originating products of the same kind as the 
produ~tE'l used; 
Whereaf=! it is consequently appropriate to provide for a unifonn 
date of application for the whole of the products concerned; whereas 
that date may be the date of the entry into force of this Decision; 
... / ... 
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~~ereas, in addition, the pr~sent provisions of Article 23 (2) and 
(3), stipulate that, for the application of the tariff system in 
force by virtue of Article 3 (1) of the Agreement, in trade between 
tho former EFTA countries, only those products referred to in 
Article 25 (1) of Protocol No 3 may benefit from drawback of 
customs duty of whatever kind; 
r.~ereas in practice it is a result of these provisions thht the 
benefit of drawback of customs duty or ~xemption from customs 
duty of whatever l<:ind, io prohibited for products originatint~ 
in the Cormnuni ty as ori.?,inally constituted or in Ireland ''th:L~:h are 
used in the manufacture of products which may benefit from the tariff 
system resultin,~ from Article 3 (1) of the ~reement; 
':.'hereas this prohibition must continue for as long as the tariff 
syst~m resultin~ from Article 3 (1) of the Agreement is not id~ntical 
to that resultin~ from Article 3 (2) thereof; 
Whereas, however, for the ma;iority of the products concerned, th:i.t:l 
prohibition will continue only until 30 June 1977; whereas it is 
appropriate in a desire for simplification, to lay dOV'Il'l the same 
nate for all the products in question, 
HAS DECID:::::> AS li'OLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The toxt ·of Article 23 of Protocol No 3 shall be replaced t;'t 
the followin,j: 
... / ... 
---~------ ---·- ----------
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"Article 23 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2 products of the kind to which the Agreement applies, which 
are used in the manufacture of products' for which a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 is issued or completed, can 
only be the subject of drawback of customs duty or benefit from an 
exemption from customs duty of whatever kind when products 
originating .in the Community, Finland,. or one of the six countries 
referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol are concerned. 
2. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2, products originating in the Community as originally constituted 
or in Ireland which are used in the manufacture of products obtained 
in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 25(1) may not 
be the subject, in the State where such manufacture took place, of 
drawback of.customs duty or benefit from an exemption of customs 
duty of whatever kind until 30 June 1977. 
3. In this and the following Articles, the term "customs duty" 
also means charges having an equivalent effect to custom duty • 
... ; ... 
.,..-
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Article 2· 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
Don~ at Brussels, on 2 Deoomber 1975 
By the Joint Committee 
The President 
R. de KERGORLAY 

·-·---./·---------·- -. ·----
I : 
Trill ,.TQINT COMMITTEE 
DECISION No 2 /75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
of 2 December 1975 
amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 4/74 
and repealing Joint Committee Decision No S/74 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic ot li'inland, signed in Brussels on 
5 October 197 3, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
I 
concept of "originating products" and m~thods of admi.nistrative 
co-operation (hereinafter referred to as "Protocol No 3"), 
and in particular Article 28 thereof; 
- 2-
Whereas it is desirable that the value limite laid down in 
Article 14 of Protocol No 3 should be raised; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide a box in the movement certificate 
EUR. 1 and in Form EUR. 2 in which the name of the country of origin 
should be inserted; whereas it is, as a result desirable to amend 
the modele of this certificate and form; 
Whereas it. ia also necessary to simplify further the procedure for 
issuin~ this certificate and for completing this form and inter alia 
by extending the measures adopted by Joiut Ccm:i ttee J'l,:a~; a ion No 5/14· 
to other means of transport, as well as to raise the value limit 
laid down in that Decision, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The text of Article 14 (1) and (2) of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted and replaced by the following: 
"1 • Tile CoiDlll1lili ty and Finland shall admit as origi1lB. ting 
products benefiting from the Agreement without requjring the 
production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 
any goods sent as small packages to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage, provided that 
such goode are not imported by way of trade and have been 
declared as meeting the conditions required for the 
application of these provisions, and where there is no doubt 
as to the veracity of such declaration. 
. .. ; ... 
.. 
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2. Importations which are occasional and consist solely of 
goods for the personal use of the recipients or travellers 
or their families shall not be considered as importations by 
way of ·trade if it is evident from the nature and quantity 
of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 
100 units of account in ·che case of small packages or 
300 units of account in the case of the contents of 
travellers·• personal luggage." 
Article 2 
The model movement certificate EUR. 1 given in Annex V to the 
Protocol No 3 • as amended by Joint Committee ;oecision No 3/74 t::tl:(\.11 
·be replaced by the model given in Annex I hereto. 
Article 3 
Note 8 to Article 10 of Annex I of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted. 
1. Article 7 
deleted. 
Article 4 
of Joint Oommi ttee Decision No 4/74 shall be 
. .. ; .. ._ 
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2. The first subparagraph of Article·l8 (2) of Joint Committee 
Decision No 4/74 shall be replaced by the following: 
"For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
paragraph 1, the customs authorities of the importing State 
shall return the movement certificate or the form 
EUR. 2 or a photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, the 
reasons of substance or form for an inquiry. The invoice, 
if it has been submitted, or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the form EUR. 2 and the customs authorities 
shall forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that the particulars given on the said cer·~ificat\: 
or the said form are inaccurate." 
A;rticle 2 
Article 20 of Decision No 4/74 of the Joint Committee shall 
be replaced by the following: 
"Article 21 
The initials and the endorsements referred to in 
Articles 12, 13 and 19 shall be inserted in the "RE!.'IARlCS" box 
of the certificate." 
•••/•c"' 
. ' 
. ' 
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Article 6 
1. Without prejudice to Article 8 (1) of Protocol No 3, originat-
ing products within the meaning of that Protocol shall, provided 
the consignment consists only of originating products and provided 
the value does not exceed 1,500 units of account per consignment, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement on import into the 
Community or Finland on presentation of form EUR. 2 of which a 
model is given in Annex II. 
2. One form EUR.2 shall be completed for each consignment. 
Article 7 
Form EUR.2 shall be completed by the exporter or, under hi~ res-
ponsibility, by his authorized representative. It shall be made out on 
the form of Which a model is g1 ven in ~ex II. This form shall be 
print~d in one or ~ore of the languages in which the Agreement is drawn 
or 1n Swe>dieh 
uJ.i. It shall be made out in one of these languages ~d in accordance 
with the provisions of the domestic law of the exporting State. S:f if. 
is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in block letters-
Form EUR.2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plus :'i nuu 
or minus 5 mm in the length m83' be allowed. The paper used shl-11 r>r., 
white paper dressed for writing not containing me.chenical pulp r .. n.~. 
weighing not less than 64 g/m2. 
.. .. ; ... 
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The Member States of the Community and Finland may reserve the 
right to print the forms themselves or may have them printed by printers 
approved by them. In the latter case each form must bear a reference 
to such approv::l.l. In addition, the form must bear the name and address 
of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It 
shall also bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which it 
r.an be identified. 
Article 8 
In order ·to ensure proper application of this Decision, the Member 
Gtatea e>f the Community a.n.d Finland shall assist each other, through 
their respective customs administrations, in checking the authenticity 
and accuracy of exporters' declarations made on forms EUR.2. 
Article 9 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who completes a form or 
ea.usea a form to be completed which contains inaccurate information 
for the purpose of enabling goods to benefit from preferential treat-
ment. 
Article 10 
1. Movement certificates made out on the forms previously ir.. 
force may be used until. depletion of_ stocks and at. the latest up to 
and including 30 J·une 1977, under th~ condition.a laid down before 
the entry into force of this Decision. 
eee/eoc:r 
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2. Forms EUR.2 made out on the form previously in force may 
be used until depletion of stocks and at the latest up to and 
including 30 June 1977 for postal consignments (including 
parcel post) under the conditions laid down before the entry 
into force of this Decision 
Additionally, they may be used until depletion of stocks and 
at the latesi; up to and including 30 June 1977, under the con-
di~ions l~id do~ by this Decision. In that case,_ the information 
to be given in Box 8 of the forms, models of which are to be 
found in Almex II, should be given in Box 7. 
Article 11 
Decision No 5/74 of the Joint Committee is hereby repealed. 
Article 12 
The text of Article 17 of Joint Committee Decision No 4/74 
shall be replaced by the following: 
"Article 18 
Under the responsibility o~ the exporter. he or hie 
authorized representative shall complete and $:~1gn the 
form EUR.2. 
If the goods contained in the consignment have alread;y· 
been subject to verification in the exporting country by 
reference to the definition of the concept of "originnt''h..r 
products", the exporter m~ refer to this check in the ~r ~-.. ::. ::.;_~ r· 
box of form EOR.2." 
... ; ... 
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Article 13 
An exporter who has completed a form EUR.2 shall be obliged to 
submit, at the request of the Customs authorities of the exporting 
country, supporting evidence concerning the use of this form. 
Article 14 
This Decision shall enter into ·force on 1 Fr·!Jruar;y 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 2 Decembf')r 19'{5 
For the Joint Committee, 
~:he Chairman 
R. de KERGORLAY 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE ANNEX I 
1. laporter (Mule, lullldd,..,, oountr,) EUR.1 No A oooooo 
Sll 110111 ..,..._,, beloN cotllpiiUIIt lhll lonll 
2. Certificate used In preferential trtde between 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 1. Country, oroup of 
lerritory in whtch the products ~ountnee e>r terrrtory 
are corlaidcrnld u origtnating of deatmetion 
1. Transport details (Optlonefl f!7. Remarks 
I 
.... -------------~----------'------------..,...---~---.,.·--·--t1 "000<1• 1. Item number; marb and numbera I Number and kind o1 packages (4 I; dncriptlon of goode I. Groll '10. !"vr.•t:<M 
.,. ""' weight (kg) (0F-••onal) ~;t·"'' or other mea 
numbet of sure (litrea, 
::::.:,., cu.m, etc.l 
bullo' •• 
awoprlete. 
U) Com~lote 
only where 
the ·~u­
llflono of 
the ••PM· 
ting e011ntry 
or temtory 
require 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified. 
Export document fa.): 
Form . . ........................................ No ......................... . 
Customs office: .......................................................... .. 
Issuing country or territory: ................................... . 
... !. ............................................................................................... . 
Date ..................................................................... - ............ .. 
...................................................................................................... 
(Signetu,.) 
8 .. mp 
l 
tl. DiECI.AAATION BY THE EXPORTER~ 
I. the undereigned, df!clare that !he goode 
described above meot the cond1tior>ll requi-
red lor the ieeue of thle eertifical~:~. · 
---.. ·-····----·-·····-·-........... -....... ___ ... I 
18itNiuf•) j 
... ; ... 
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11. RI!QUEIT FOR VERIFICATION, to 
Verification of the authenticity and acourecy of lhia certificate 
it! requeeted. 
,,_ ....... -. ...................... --··· ·-.. ~·--··---... -......... ---········---................ -................. . 
IPI101 and date) 
Stamp 
(Sitnolurel 
14. A!SULT Of VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out ahowa that thla certllicatl! (I) 
0 
D 
was laaued by the Customs 0111ce indicated and that the 
Information contained th~~rein i8 ar:curnte. 
doea not meet the requiremonta ae to authenticity and 
accuracy (aee remarka appended). 
. ............... _ ................ _____ .......... _ .. __ ,_ .................................................... ~' ..... . 
(Piaoe and datal 
.............. ........... .. .. -........................................................ -· I 
l!llgnaluro) i 
'--------------------------_.....,I_H_tft_ .. _rt_X_I_n~~-•~ppro-.p;.,r_l•-'•-b_o_•_· ------~---~~ ----· .... 
NO Til 
1. Clltllflcalu muol not nonlaln eruurtt or word• written o•er one enolhtr. Any alltrollone mutt be mode by dolallftl tho lncorr..,l partloulo11 and adding any nocoou<; 
aorroollont. Any ouch al .. retlttn muol bo lnUiallod lor the petton who oomplttod tho cerllllcalt and tndo•ood by lhe Cuatoma euthoritlea of tho luui~O eouftlry o• l<<'ik') 
2 ~o opeaeo muttlte left betw"" the lttmt enterod on the aertlllaete and oeoh Item mutt be pmoded by an Item nu.,be•. A horlroniiiiiM• Mutt be drow~ lo•Medletty !>cl~v. 
lhe lui ltom. An, unu10d 110101 mutt be ttrvok through In euoh a mlnftlr 11 to mAkt lny l1ter addltlont lmpot~lblt 
t. Goode mutt be dllorlbod In -rd1nt1 with 00111mtrelal priOIIoe and with eufllolellt detail to enable them to be ldtnlll'od. 
• •• ;' •• y 
(ANNEX I) 
-·. 
.. 
+ 
l') lfgoada 
ere not 
pocked, ill· 
dlcehl 
number~ 
artic:IHor 
tlate 'In 
buill' •• 
·~ 
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APPUCAnON FOA·A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter (Name, full ldd'"'· oountryl 
a. Conalgnee IN•..,., tun addrna. ooun11J1 (Oplillftee 
EUR.1 No A oooooo 
lee n'rin owert .. f lteloN colltflletlftl IIIIo form 
2. Application for a certlflcete to be uaed In prererentlal 
trade between 
4. Country, group of countries or II. Country, group of 
territory in which the products countriet or t~rritory 
., considered •• orlgln.lling' of deetinption 
7, Remarka 
~--------------------------------------------~---------------------,-----------r----------· 1. hem number; marlca and numberll Number and kind of packagee (~j deacription of goode 1. Gross 10. in~>•>icee : 
weight (kg} (Opuon11l) : 
or other ml!le I 
aure (litrea. 
ou.m, etc.! 
I 
' l 
l 
\ i 
I 
1 
I 
! 
I 
' 
I 
I 
; 
t 
: 
' 
-
'' 
•• • ;l"' •• 
(ANNEX I) 
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DECLARAnON BY THE EXPORTeR 
I 
\ 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goode described overleaf, 
DECLARE that the goode meet the conditione required for the iaaue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY aa follows the circumatancea which have enabled theae goode to meet the above conditione: 
---·------------ -·-.. ·--·--- ·---·--------·--------.. ··--·-........................ ' 
·---·---·---
·---------------------·--·-------·--------------·----· .. '. 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
-·--··-------- ·-------·-----·----------------· 
-----·-·------·----- ·-----------------···-···---·-· .. -·--·--··--·---
--------·------·--·· .. ·---"·"-·---·--------·-·--......... ____ ......... --... --........ -..... -·---·----
UNDERTAKE to aubmit, at the request of the appropriate authorltlee, any eupporting evidence which theae authorities may requite 
for the purpoee of laeuing the attached certificate, and undertake, If required, to agree to any inepec11on of my acoounta 
and to any check on the proceeeea of manufacture of the above goode, carried out by the eaid autho< ,;ett; 
REQUEST the ieeue of the attached certificate for theee goode. 
----.. r-· .. --.. --.. --··-.. ·-·---....... _ .. ·-··--·· ... - ............... _ .... __ (Pieoe and date) 
-·-----·-----
(1) For "•mple: import doeumenta, movement cettilloalel, lnYOlcae, manulaoturer'l deolaratlone, etc., referring eo tlte produote ue.cl In manulecture or the good• ••· 
••ported In the umo elite. 
(ANNEX: I) 
. , " 
' : ::- ~·. ~ 1·· •. ' 
... ·. 
· Fora E U R 2 No A 
PlJ EXPORTER (Namt 0 full address, country) 
• 
ANNEX It 
l1J FOrm US£0 IN PREFERENTIAL TRADE 8E1VEEN (1) 
eeeeeoeooee$eemoe AID eee•••••••••••• 
W OE! .ARAT ION l V THC: EXPO ~TER 
I, the underaf~l'led, uporter of the 90ods dtf :rfbe 
below, declare that the ooodscoaply ~lth the re-
qufrementa for the campletfon of thts form and that 
tha 900d1 have obtained the ttatut of orl~fnattnv 
product• ulthtn tho provlalon• uovtfntno preforeno 
tlal tradt thown In bpace 1 • 
~ PLACE AND OAT£ 
]j SIGIATUCE OF EXPORTER 
~----------------------------------~~~~.------------~~~--------------~ i ilJ 11£11ARKS (21 • """ COli lAY OF OR IG II ( 3) .iJ COIIIIIAY OF llE SIIIATIIWH) 
I JQJ G~OSS WE IGHJ (kgJ 
- JJJ MARKS, NUftE£RS OF CONSIGN,HENT ANO DESCRIPTION OF GOOOS ~AUTHORITY IN THE EXPORTtNG COO"~ (4} 
I 
-
RESPOISIBlE fOR VERiffCATtON 01 Tut 
DECLARAT ICN 8Y TH£ EXPORTER 
~----------------------------------·_. _____ _. __________________________ ~ 
(1) Insert the countries, oroupe of countrt11 or terrHortaa concerned. (2) Refer to any veruu~ahon .-heady 
carrted out by the appropriate authortttea. (3) By the term 'country af ~~•v••' tu eeaat country, oruup 
of countrtet or terrttorr where the eoode are cuohfsred to ba orlgtnmttnv. (~) ly the tll"'l 1coutttry If 
deattnatton• ta 1eant countrr, troup of countr••• er terrttory of desttnatte~. 
~J REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION 
The vertffcatfon of the declaration by the exporter on 
the front of this fora ts requested (•) 
•••••e••••••••••••••••••G•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Place and data) 
Staap 
, ...............•.....• (St;natut'e) 
U~J RESULT Of VERJFICATitfi l · 
Verff I catl on carrIed out shove that (1) · 
0 tha statoments and parUcu111"s olven '" thh I form are accurate 
• t 
r.-1 this fori does not ltd th& requlreaenh at to. · 
lA-I accuracy ~ ud euth~~tntkHr hte re•ria f 
appeftdeds 
•••••••••••e&es•eQO•eetGe ( Sfonatur•) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••e~••••t•o (Place ud clratt) ~: 
I 
~ 
Stup 
(1) Place an X where app1tcab1e. L-------------------a.....;.,;;..., _______________ .,._~ ..... ·""*"· 
(•) Subsequent vertftcatlona of for1e £UR.2 tha11 be carrted out at random or vhenewer the e~stoa~ authortt'r~ t1 
the l111porttng State have 1"811sonable doubt " te the accuracy af the tnforathm reoardhao the authenticity ~r 
the forma and the true origin of the goods In queettoa. 
IISTIIJCTIOIS FOR THE COMPlETION OF FORti EUft.2 
1. A fora £UR.2 111 be made out only for goods vh,ch tn the exporttno cauntry fu1ft1 the con41ttons apec1fted by 
the provlslont governing the trade referred to ta Box 1. 
~hese prov111one RUst be ttudled carafu11J before the Fora 11 coapleted~ 
2. In the case of a c•nstg11111ent b1 parcel poe·t the exporter attaches the fwa te the despatca. nate. In the ease 
of conatgneent bv letter poet he enc1oeoe the fora tn the package. The reference 1EUR.2' and the aurta1 number 
of the fol"' should be stated on the Custoas gren 1aba1 dac1arltloa C1 or 01 the Cuttome dec:1arat1n C2/CP3, a~ 
approprtatao 
3. These tnatructtons do not exaapt the expof'ter frel CDip1ylq vlth anJ ether fol"'ll1 Utes r~utred ., cuetCDs or 
postal regulattona. 
~. An exporter vho uses this fore h abl toed to eublrit to the appriprSate atrihertttes up •tJPtrttne evhJeoee vhteh 
they ••Y require and to egret tee 1111 haaperilon b, thea of file aecmmte bd of the proceeaeo of lllltUfact•o of 
the goeda ascribed Ia Box t1 of tlths ftraa 
, I I 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
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j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
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Proposal for 
Ccuncil Regulation (EEC) No 
of 
. - . -~- . - ~ - -· 1 
concerning the application of Joint Committee EEC- Iceland 
Decision No 1/75 am~nding Article 23 of Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition nf t.hP. concept of "originating products" 
and methods of ndminiatrntive co-operation, as well as 
Joint Committee EEC- Iceland: Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation and Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 and cancelling Joint Committee Decision No 4/7?. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CONMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty ~stablishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
Whereas an Agreement between the European Economic Community and th~ 
Republic of Iceland wan si~ned on 22 July- 1972 , and entf'red 
into torce on 
Whereas pursuant to Article 28 of Protocol No 3 concerttng the def{L~~ion 
of the concept of "originating products" and methods of administ~~-, ~·.; .: :.:J ... 
operation, which is an integr~l part of the AgrPement, the Joint C0~mittP~ 
adopted Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 on 2nd December 1975 
Whereas it is necessary to apply this Decision in the Community, 
I 
' ., 
• 
·-'~ 
. ·' 
'•..!< ··~t 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Republic of Iceland, Joint Committee 
Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 annexed to this Regulation shall apply 
in the Community. .. 
Article 2 
This Regulation sh~ll enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in the entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
r 
.. · ~ 
· AG~ EEC- ICELAND 
·.f' THE JOINT COHlUTTEE 
DECISION No 1/75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
,of. 2 December 1~75 
amending Article 23 or Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition or the conc~pt or "originating products" 
and methods or administrative co-operation 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic or Iceland, signed in Brussels on 
22 July 19?2, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 on the definition or "originating 
products" and methods or administrative co-operation (hereinafter 
referred to as "Protocol No 3"), and in particular Article 28 
thereof, 
' .. / ... 
,·· 
.. 
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Whereas the pre~ent provisions of Article 23 (1) of Protocol No 3, 
suspended until 31 December 1975 by Joint Committee Decision No 41 '74 
of 2 December 1974, stipulate that the prohibition on the benefit of 
drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs duty of whatever 
kind, for non-originating products used in the manufacture of 
originating products, applies as from the date when the duty a.rul1.· 
able to originating products of the same kind as the products used 
was, in the Community or in Iceland reduced to 40% of the basic d\.~ tJ,·; 
Whereas the reference to a certain level of tariff dismantling in 
order to determine the date of application of these provisions LJ 
1ikely to entail practical difficulties, in particular because of 
'thP. differences in tariff systems applicable both to the finished 
products o.nd to the originating products of the srune kind as the 
producte:1 used; 
'IVherea~ it i_s consequently appropriate to provide for a uniform 
date of application for the whole of the products concerned; whereAf'. 
that date may be the date of the entry into force of this Decisinni 
... / ... 
... ~.: 
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Whereas, in addition, the present provisions of Article 23 (2) and 
(3), stipulate that, for the application of the tariff system in 
force by virtue of Article 3 (1) of the Agreement, in trade between 
the former EFTA countries, only those products referred to in 
Article 25 (1).of Protocol No 3 may benefit from drawback of 
customs duty of whatever kind; 
~:lhereas in practice it is a result of these provisions thrt't the 
benefit of drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs 
duty of whatever ldnd, is pro hi bi ted for products originatin;; 
in the Community as ori.?,inally constituted or in Ireland vthich are 
used in the manufacture of products which may benefit from the tariff 
system 'resultin,3 from Article 3 (1) of the ~reentent; 
'.'.'hereas this prohibition must continue for as long as the tariff 
sJrstem resul tin~ from Article 3 ( 1) of the Agreement is not identical 
to that resultin~ from Article 3 (2) thereof; 
Whereas, however, for the majority of the products concerned, t"Y!;:: 
pro hi bi tion will continue onl;;.p until 30 June 1977; 'Nhereas it i£~ 
appropriate in a desire for simplification, to lay d(~m the sam~ 
nate for all the products in question, 
HAS DECID~:J AS l?OLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The text· of Article 23 of Protocol No 3 shall be replaced b·~ 
the followin.:;: 
... ; ... 
- 4 -
"Article 23 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2 products of the kind to which the Agreement applies, which 
are used in the manufacture of products for which a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 is issued or completed, can 
only be the .subject of drawback of customs duty or benefit from ;.;\) 
exemption from customs duty of whatever kind when products 
originating .in the Community, Iceland or one of the six countries 
referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol are concerned. 
2. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protoc~1 
No 2, products originating in the Community as originally con!=.lti tt, ', >'-d 
or in Ireland which are used in the manufacture of products obtah~E~·~. 
in accordance with the condi tiona laid down in Article 25 ( 1) mA.y l'·: t 
be the sub,;ect, in the State where such manufacture took place, ,yf 
drawback of'customs duty or benefit from an exemption of customs 
duty of whatever kind until 30 June 1977. 
3. In this and the following Articles, the term "custl)ms dui,;y '' 
also means charges having an equivalent ef'feot to ruF=~tom ,::uty • 
... ; ... 
• 
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Article 2 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on ?. Th1,...,#~rn't· l r '!'"" 
By the Joint Ootl'mi.ttAe 
The President 
R. ci.e KEROORhAY 
.. 
I I 
II 
II 
AGREE!!ENT EEC- ICELAND 
y THE • .TOINT COMMITTEE 
DECISION No 2 /75 OF THE JOINT COMMI'rrEE 
of 2 December 1975 
amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 
and repealing Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Iceland, signed in Brussels on 
22 Jul1 1972, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 concerning the defini+ion of the 
concept of "originating products" and methods ot administrative 
co-operation (hereinafter referred to as "Protocol No 3"), 
and in particular Article 28 thereof; 
... I . • . 
--- -----------------
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Whereas it is desirable that the value limits laid down in 
Article 14 of Protocol No 3 should be raised; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide a box in the mov-ement certificate 
EUR. 1 and in Form EUR. 2 in which the name of the country of origin 
should be inserted; whereas it is, as a result desirable to amend 
the models of this certificate and form; 
Whereas it is also necessary to simplify further the procedure for 
issuing this certificate and for completing this form and inter aliu 
by extending the measures adopted by Joint Cc::ci'ttee J'IA~ision No 4/7! 
to other means of transport, as well as to raise the value limit 
laid down in that Decision, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The text of Article 14 (1) and (2) of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted and replaced by the following: 
"1. The Community and Iceland shall ad.mi t as origj nating 
products benefiting from the Agreement without req1.:iring the-
production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 
any goods sent as small packages to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage, provided that 
such goods are not imported by way of trade and have been 
declared as meeting the conditions required for the 
application of these provisions, and where there is no doubt, 
as to the veracity of such declaration. 
• •• / •• Oi 
\ 
f-· . -· -----------·-·-·· ... ···-· ----- ··-··· ~-· . .:..~~·--~ ... - ... -··-····· 
l'l 
. ., t 
. .;. - 3 ... 
. a. Importations which are. occasional and consist solety of 
goods for the personal use of the recipients or trovel!~t~ 
or their families shall not be considered as importatin:na by 
way of ·trade if it is evident from the nature and qua:ntity 
of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view~ 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must net ~~rf1e.ed 
100 units of aqoount in the case of small packages or 
300 units of account in the case of the oontenta of 
travellers ' personal luggage. 11 
Article 2 
·The model movement certificate EUR. 1 given in Annex V to the 
Protocol No 3, as amended by Joint Committee ~eoiaion No 10/73 ·; enall 
'be replaced by the model siven in Annex I hereto. 
Article J 
Note 8 to Article 10 of Annex I of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted. 
Article 4 
I 
1. Article 8 (2) of Joint OoDIQli ttee Dacia ion No 3/73 shall ·~ 
deleted. 
I 
. I 
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2. The first subparagraph of Article 19 (2) of Joint Committee 
·Decision No 3/13 shall be replaced by the following: 
"For the purpose of implementing the prov~s~ons of 
paragraph 1, the customs authorities of the importing State 
shall return the movement certificate or the form 
EUR. 2 or a photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, the 
reasons of substance or form for an inquiry. The invoice~ 
if i.t has been submitted, or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the form EUR. 2 and the customs authorities 
shall forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that the particulars given on the said cer'l;ifica1;e 
or the said form are inaccurate." 
Article 5 
Article 21 of Decision No 3/73 of the Joint Committee shall 
be replaced by the following: 
"Article 21 
The initials and the endorsements referred to in 
Articles 13, J4 and 20 shall be inserted in the "REUARJCS" box 
of the certificate." 
... ; ... 
--~------~ ~~ 
----·- -~--- -~---- --
--- ---- ~--··---
- ' -. 
Article 6 
1. Without prejudice to Article 8 (1) of Protocol No 3, originat-
ing produ~ts within the meaning of that Protocol shall, provided 
the consignment consists only of originating products and provided 
the value does not exceed 1,500 units of account per consignment, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement on import intr:' the 
Community or Iceland on presentation of form EUR.2 of which a 
model is given in Annex II. 
2. One form EUR.2 shall be completed for each consignment. 
Article 7 
Form EUR.2 shall be completed by the exporter or, under hie rea-
ponsibility, by his authorized representative. It shall be made out on 
the form of Which a model is given in Apnex II. T.hie form shall be 
printed in one ·or more of the languages in which the Agreement is drawn 
u~. It shall be made out in one of these languages and in accordance 
with the provisions of the domestic law of the exporting State., :u· ~.-·:, 
is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in block letters. 
Form EUR.2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plu~ 
or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used sha.l.~ 
white paper dressed for writing not containing me.chanica.l pulp flt.ld. 
weighing not less than 64 g/m2. 
• • •. 1 ••• 
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The Member States of the Community and Iceland may reserve the 
right to print the forms themselves or may have them printed by prj ntm·G 
approved by them. In the latter case each form must bear a reference 
to such approval. In addition, the form must bear the name and addresr 
of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It 
shall also bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which it 
can be identified. 
Article 8 
In order to ensure proper application of this Decision, the Membe:l' 
States of the Community and Iceland shall assist each other, through 
their respective customs administrations, in checking the authentici. .. 
and accuracy of exporters' declarations made on forms EUR.2. 
Article 9 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who completes a form or 
causes a form to be completed which contains inaccurate information 
for the purpose of enabling goods to benefit from preferential trer.~.·;­
ment. 
Article 10 
1. Movement certificates made out on the forms previously in 
force may be uaed until. depletion of_ stocks and at. the latest up t•'> 
and including 30 June 1977, under th' conditionB laid down before 
the entry into force of this Decision. 
• •• ;& •• 
'' 
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~ 2. Forms EUR.2 made out on the form previously in force may 
be used until depletion of stocks and at the latest up to and 
including 30 June 1977 for postal consignments (including 
parcel post) under the conditions laid down before the entry 
into force ~f this Decision 
Additionally, they may be used until. depletion of.stocks and 
at the latesi; up to and including 30 June 1977, under the ~on-
. . 
di:tiona lpid doq by this Decision. In that case,_ the information 
.to be given in Box 8 of the forms, models of which are to be 
found in Annex II, should be given in Box 7. 
Article 11 
Decision No 4/73 of the Joint Committee is ~ereby repealed~ 
Article 12 
The teXt of Article 18 of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 · 
shall be ~eplacod by the followinga 
"Article 18 
Under the responsibility of the exporter, h.e or ·his 
authorized representative shall complete and sign the 
form EUR.2. 
If the goods contained in the consignment have alread~· 
been subject to verification in the exporttng country by 
reference to the definition of the concept of "originatinr.r 
products", the exporte·r m&¥ refer. to. this check in the 1'R'f!;f{•trt:f~:Y~~~ 
box of form EUR.2.•• 
eeo/eee 
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Article 13 
An exporter who has completed a form EURo2 shall be obliged to 
submit, at the request of the Customs authorities of the exporting 
country, supporting evidence concerning the use of this form. 
,· 
1!,. 
Article 14 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 J:!,<::brua.r.v 1976. 
'""·.- . 
Done at Brussels, on 2 Dcccmb~r 1975 
For the Joint Committee, 
The Chairmen 
R. de KERGORLAY 
.• 
• 
.. · 
,, 
' 
~ 
~: 
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1. Exporter (Name, lull addren, oountrrl 
a. Conalgnee (Heme, lull addrell, oountryl (OptlonaQ 
8. Tranapor1 detalla fOpuonell 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE ANNEX I 
EUR.1 No A 000000 
~------------------------------- -See note• overleaf before complellnglhte form 
2. Cet11ficete uaed In preferential trade between 
and 
~--------------~--·------------·-4. Country, group of countries or 5. Country, group of 
territory in whtch tho products r.ountnes or tcrrt!ory 
are considered aa ongtnabng 01 destinal•on i 
----1 
-!f. Remarks 
' i 
1-------------'-------,-----.--.. -.J !.i "goode 8. Item number; marke end numbers I Number and kind of packages (1 1: description of goode 8. Gross 110. lnvoir.e~ ! 
••• not weight (kg) (Optiar.::li i ~:,C:.~·In· or other meR· I j 
nu- of aure (hires, 
1 
:~:~~or cu.m, etc.) 
bulk' eo 
eppropriate. 
(A) Compltle 
only wh•r• 
the rogu· 
fat1ont ot 
the ••pot· 
tlng cov"l')' 
Of' temlory 
requ11e 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified. 
E•port document II.): 
Form ................................................. No ......................... .. 
Customs office: .......................................................... .. 
Issuing country or territory: ................. : .................. . 
• .. · • ....... ' ..... ''' ..................................... -................ "''''' ....... . 
Date ....................... .. . ........................................................ .. 
. .. ,.,, 
12. DECLARATION BY TtiE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, rlflclare that the goode' 
deecribod above mt~ot the cunditiona roqui· 
red for the ieeue of llue certificate. J 
Place and date: ................ -·----····-· .. ·-.. --......... . 
.._ __ ... _ ..._ .. _ .. _ ..._ .. _ ....... _._ .. _ ..._ ..._ ..._<·s_·;~-·~_~._;; ... ·~·-i ......................... -.... _ ............. _ ... _ ... _ .... _ .. _____________ ...,. ___ -_··_-_-_-_ .... _ .... _ ... _ .. _ ... _.·-_·_· _,._:,;;:;, ,-=-:--==J 
.I 
(! t.. e& o t. c. 
11. REQUIIT POR VIRIPICAnON, to 
Verification of the authenticity and aoouraoy of thle certificate 
11 requeeted. -
-----·-·--·-iii~~;·;;;· ...............................................  
14. RESULT OF VIRIPICAnON 
Verification carried out ehowa that tnie eertiflcnte (1) 
D 
D 
waa Issued by the Cuatoma Office indicated and thai lhft 
information contained therein ia accurate. 
doe• not meet the requirements •• to authenticity and 
accuracy (eee remark• appended). 
. ....................................... '"'"'""(i'iii'~~~·;;)""""""'"'"'"'"""'""''" ............ .. 
._ ______________________ ....,._...,._(,"") '·"·"-" .. X-In_th ... •_•...,P ... PtO_.Pr.la.tt-bo .. a. ______ _.. _______ ,_,,_.., • .,"'J 
NO Til 
1. Ot11lflttl .. mutt not oonllln erttuttt or wordt wrlntn O'ltl' OM tnolhtr. Anr tlltr~tltl'll mutt 1M madt br dtlallng lht lnoor1ec1 pal11oullft and addlftt '"" neQnury 
oofftctlont. Anr Htlt tlttflllolt mutt bt lnllltlltd br lht pereon who oompltltd lht etrtlflotlt 111d tndor••d br '"- CuiiOI'III auU1oritl•• ot ltle luull\t ecH;nlt'f or lttfo•ltory, 
1. No epaeet mutt 1M ltlt bttwlltt dlt ll•m• ente,.d ott t111 ilfltlloett and eaoh ltom mutt bt preetdtd llir an 111m number. A horlaontalllltt "'"''1M drawft lm111edtaiiJ belt~~" 
the 1111 lltm. Anr tlfiVOtd tpltt 11'11111 bt IINOk th,.lllh In lllth I mlfll'llf It 10 lftlkl 11t1 liter aiiiUOftl III'IPOIIIblt. 
1. GoHt "'uti it dtllrlitd '" e...,;111H wltll ""'"'"''at I'I'IOIIH tiMI wtth tuHioltftt •••II to ondlt them It bt lflllfttlflai, 
• j 
... ;· ... 
(ANNEX I) 
... 
'. 
··~ 
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APPUCAnON FOR-A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. lxporter (Naft'le, tvil acktteta, ooun•IJ) 
a. Contlgn .. (Na..,.. lull addreae, oou....,. (OptioN!) 
EUR.1 No A oooooo 
lee n-,tea ov•l'l••• befoN completlna Htta form 
. 2. Application for a certificate to be used In preferentlai 
trade between 
1nd 
4. Country, group of countriee or I. Country, group of 
territory in whtch the product& countries or territory 
1re considered aa origtnating ; · of destination 
'· Remark• 
1. Item number; marka and number• I Number and kind of packagea (~ deecription of goode 1. Grose 
weight(kg) 
or other mea· 
aure (litree, 
cu.m, etc.) 
10.lnvoioea (Optional) 
• I 
i 
~----------------------------------~----~----J 
.... ;.-.. 
(ANNEX I) 
- 4-
DICLARAnON IY THI IXPORTIR 
I, the underafgned. ••porter of the goode deeoribed overleaf, 
t 
\ 
DECLARE that the goode meet the conditione required for the l11u1 of the attached certificate; 
8PECIPY ae followa the olrcumatancee which have enabled the11 gooda to meet tha above conditione: 
---·------·-.... _ .. ,_, _______ "_"'''----··-··-""'""'"""''""""''''"'"''' ... ''"-"""'--·-··"'·"·-~ ... -..... 
---------------·--------··-.................................................................. "' .............. -.-.. •• 4 ___ ... , ... ____ ""_"'"_~··~-..· 
..................................................... ..._." ..... "''-''""··· .. ~···· ........... --......... ""~·-···-·· ... -····· ............ ,..... 
SUBMIT the following eupporting document• (1): 
____________ ,. ____ ·------.. --·-... -· ... ·-----
-----............. -................... """'" ...................................... .....,_...... ......... 
----------------------------------·~---------· 
....................................... ". ____ _ 
UNDERTAKI to eubmlt. at the requ11t of the appropriate authoritill, any eupportlng evidence whloh theae authorities may requl•• 
for the purpoee of l11ulng the attached certificate. and undertake, If required. to agree to any lnapection of my accounte 
and to any ohack on the prooeaHa of manufacture of the above good a. carried out by the eaid authorltlee; 
AIOUEIT t~e l11u1 of the attached certificate for theae goode. 
............ .... r--~H ..... Itt-Mt41 .... t ........ ftl ...... tttoH .......... iti!Met•t•• ......... ..,_,._.._ ................ ..-..-~,•·•••li>"" ........... •·•M•I"~"'·',.._ 
· (Pieot ancl d•t-> . 
. (ANNEX I) 
AHNEX ll 
For111 E U R 2 No A ~ FORM USED IN PREFERE!lTIAL TP.AOE BET\IEEN (1) 
••••••••••••••••• AND ••••••••••••••• 
1J C~PO~TER (N•me, full addreaa, country) fl.l DEr ,ARATION l Y TH~ EXPO 'TER 
I, the uod.1r·sl~:ned, txporter of the gOtljs du ;rille 
below, declare that !he goodscomply with tho re-
qulrements for thc completion of this form and that 
the oood1 have obtained the etatu1 of orl~tnatlny 
,:..J CON~IGNEE (Nema, full addrese, country} products within the provlelona oovernlnQ preferen· tlal trade ahown In 1paco 1, 
• ~ PLACE AND DATE 
i 
I 
..Qj SIGNATUr.E OF EXPORTER 
!J!J COUNTRY OF DESTIIlAfiON(4)1 f1J REMARKS ( 2) 1.1J CO Uti TRY OF OR I G IN ( 3) 
~l!lJ ()flOSS WE lnliT (kg) 
-
.iiJH'ARKS, NUMf:ERS Of CONSIGNMENT AND OESCR IPT ION OF GOOUS JZ.lAUTUORITY IN TilE EXPORTING COUNTRY (4) 
RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFICATION OF lfiE 
DECLARATION BY THE EXPOI\TER 
I 
-·· .. 
-(1) Insert tha countries, group• of countrlu or torrltorlu concerned, (2) Refer to any verl11~.<~ilim ai• oAdy 
carried out by the appropriate authorltlea, (3) By the tara •country of orlgiA1 Ia aeant country, group 
of countrlel or t•rrltory where the good• are coaalderod to ba orlglnatlno. (•) By the tara •country of 
destination• Ia aeant country, group of countrlaa or territory of destination. 
,Uj REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION 
The verification of the declaration by the exporter on 
the front of this for~ Ia requested (•) 
••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(Place and date) 
Stop 
. . . .. . . " .............. . 
( Slonature) 
1~1 RESULT or VEillr!CAiiON 
Verlfl~atlon carrlodout t·howa that (1) 
I::J the statements and particulars given In lhh fora are accurate 
CJ this fora d~es not mut tha requlrr-_ ~nh aB to accuracy 1ud authenticity (see r~Mark1 
appended} 
••..•...................•....•.• ,.~ 
(Plac:a and dale) 
Stup 
.•..•..............•..••• 
(Signature) 
l 
(1) Place an X where applicable. 
-------------------------------------~~----------~------------------~ (+) Subsequent vorlflcatlona of for111s £UR.2 1hal1 be carried out at randoa or whenever the cuctorcs authorities ot 
the !~porting State hove rea1onable doubt aa to tho accuracy of the lnforaatlon regardlnQ the authenticity of 
the for~s and tha true origin of the gooda In question, ·• 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF FORK EUR.2 
1. A form EUR.2 may be made out only for goods vhlch In the exporting country fulfil the conditions specified by 
the provisions QOvernlng tho trade referred to In Box 1. 
~hese provisions muat be studied carefully before the Fora Ia coapleted~ 
2. In tho case of a consignment by parcel post tpe exporter attaches tha for• to the despatch note. In tha caae 
of consion•ent by letter posi he enclo1a1 the fora In the package. The reference 1EUR.2• and tho sorlal nuwbor 
of tho form should be stated on the Custo11 green label declaration C1 or on the Customs declaration C2/CP3, as 
appropriate. 
3. These Instructions do not exeapt the exporter froa complying vlth any other for.alltles required by custo~$ or 
postal regulations. 
4. An exportor who usos thls fora Is obliged to subalt to the appropriate authorities any aupportlng 'vidence vhlch 
they aay require and to agree to any Inspection by thea of hl1 accounts nnd of the precesses of .anufact~ri of 
the gooda described In DoK 11 of thla fora. 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
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Proposal for 
Council RP,gulation (EEC) No 
of 
concerning the application of Joint Commtttee EEC-Norway 
Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation, as well as 
Joint Committee EEC- Norway Decision No 2/75 amending Proto.col No 3 
I 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of arlminintrative co-operation and Joint Committee . 
Decision No 3/?3 nnd cnnce11inp: Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE COUNCIL OF THE E~UROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Articl~ 113 th~reof ; 
H~ving regard to the proposal from the Commission 1 
Whereas an Agreement betwe~n th~ European Economic Community and the 
Kingdom of Norway won bign.,d (')n 14 May 1973 , and ent~,red 
into ~orce on let July 1973 
Whereas pursuant to Article 28 of Protocol No 3 concerning the definition 
of the concept of."originating products" and methode of administrative co ... 
.. ' . . 
operation, which is an integral pnrt or the Agreement, the Joint Committe~ 
adopted Decisions Non 1/75 Rnd 2/75 on let December 1975 1 
Whereas it ia necee~ery to a~ply thia Decision in the Community, 
.. · ./ ... 
- ? -
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Kingdom of Norway, Joint Committee 
Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 annexed to this Regulation shall apply 
I 
in the Community. .. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in the entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
·AGREEMENT EEG-NORWAY 
DECISION No 1/75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
.of 1 December 197 5 
amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Kingdom of Norway, signed in Brussels on 
14 May 1973~ 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 on the definition of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative co-operation (hereinafter 
referred to as "Protocol No 3"), and in particular Article ~8 
thereof, 
- 2-
Whereas the present proV1s1ons of Article 23 (1) of Protocol No 3, 
suspended until 31 December 1975 by Joint Committee Decision No 4/74 
of 2 December 1974, stipulate that the prohibition on the benefit of 
drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs duty of whatever 
kind, for non-originating products used in the manufacture of 
originating products, applies as from the date when the duty applic-
able to originating products of the same kind as the products used 
was, in the Community or in Norway reduced to 40~ of the basic duty; 
Whereas the reference to a certain level of tariff dismantling in 
order to determine the date of application of these provisions is 
likely to entail practical difficulties, in particular becaus~ of 
thA differences in tariff systems applicable both to the finished 
products r1nd to the originating products of the same ltind as the 
products used; 
WhereaP. it ie consequently appropriate to provide for a uniform 
dete of application for the whole of the products concerned; wherea.s 
that date may be the date of the entry into force of this Decision; 
I, 
... / ... 
... -~· ----- -----~-------------------- ----
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~~ereas, in addition, the present. provisions of Article 23 (2) and 
(3), stipulate that, for the application of the tariff system in 
force by virtue of Article 3 (1) of the Agreement, in trade·between 
the former EFTA countries, only those products referre·d to in 
ArticlG 25 (1) of Protocol No 3 may behefit from drawback of 
customs duty of whatever kind; 
~.7hereas in practice it is a result of these provisions thr1:t: the 
benefit of drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs 
duty of whatever. ki11d, is prohibited for products originatinc"! 
i11 the Community ·as originally constituted o.r in Ireland V!h:L ch are 
used in the manufacture of products which may benefit from the tariff 
system resultin!l from Article 3 (1) of the Agreen1ent; 
':.'here as this pro hi bi tion must continue for as long as the tariff 
system resul tin!t from Article 3 ( 1) of the Agreement is not identical 
; to that resultin~ from Article 3 (2) thereof; 
'Nhereas, ho.wever, for the majorit~ of the products concerned, this 
prohibition will continue only until 30 June'1977; whereas it i~ 
~'. appropriate in a dasire for simplificatiol1, to lay doV'tn tr~ same 
nato for all the products in question, 
·l'· J .::::: ::. ,; HAS DECID:!:!> AS FOLLOWS: 
'' ~. 
I' 
Article 1 
The toxt·of Article 23 of Protocol No 3 shall be replaced by 
the followiri3·: 
... / ... 
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"Article 23 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2 products of the kind to which the Agreement applies, which 
· are used in the manufacture of products for which a movement 
certificate EURo 1 or a form EUR •. 2 is issued or completed, can 
only be the subject of drawback of customs duty or benefi~ from an 
exemption. from customs duty of whatever kind when products 
originating ·.in the Community, Norwa1 . or one of the six countries 
referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol are concerned. 
2~ Witbou~ prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 ·of Protocol 
No 2, products originating in the Community as originally .constituted 
or in Ireland Which are used in the manufacture of products obtained 
in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 25(1)·may not 
be, .. the s~~ject, in the State where such manufacture took place, of 
drawback of'oustoms duty or benefit from an exemption of customs 
duty of whatever ki~d until 30 June 1977. 
3. In.this.and the following Articles, the term "customs duty 81 
. . 
also·mean~ charges having an equivalent effect to custom duty • 
. • .. ; ... 
. ' ,. 
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Article 2 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
Do:q.e at Brussels, on 1 December 1-; :'5 
By the Joint Committee 
The President 
H. de KEHGOHLAY 
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I. 
AGRJ!Jj<]:IENT EEC- NORWAY 
T!T·~ ~TOIHT COMl'UTTEE 
DECISION No 2 /75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
of 1 December 1975 
amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative 
• 
co-operation and amending Joint Committe1e Decision No 3/73 
and repealing Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Kingdom of Norway, 
14 May 1973, 
signed in Brussels on 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation (hereinafter referred to as ''Protocol No 3"), 
and in particular Article 28 thereof; 
... I ... 
---------- -----------
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Whereas it is desirable that the value limits laid down in 
Article 14 of Protocol No 3 should be raised; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide a box in the movement cer~ificate 
EUR. 1 and in Form EUR. 2 in which the name of the country of origin 
should be inserted; whereas it is, as a result desirable to amend 
the models of this certificate and form; 
Whereas it is also necessary to simplify further the procedure for 
issuing this certificate and for completing this form and inter alia 
by extending the measures adopted by Joi11t Oc~ittee n~~1oion No 4/7} 
to other means of transport, as well as to raise the value limit 
laid down in that Decision, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The text 6f Article 14 (1) and (2) of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deletedr and replaced by the following: 
"1. The Comnnmi ty and Norway 'shall ad.mi t as originating 
products benefiting from ·the Agreement without requiring the 
production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. ~ 
any goods sent as small packages to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage, provided that 
such goods a~e not imported.by way of trade and have been 
declared as meeting the conditions required for tho 
application of these provisions, and where there is no doubt 
as to the veracity of such declaration. 
. .. ; ... 
\ . 
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2. Importations which are occasional and consist solel~ of 
goods for the personal use of the recipients or travellers 
or their families shall not be considered as importations by 
way of ·trade if it is evident from the nature and quan.t~.ty 
of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 
100 units of account in ·the case of small packages or 
300 units of account in the case of the contents of 
travellers' personal luggage." 
Article 2 
The model movement certificate EUR. 1 given in Annex V to the 
Protocol No 3, as amended by Joint Committee ~ecision No 10/73, shall 
be replaced by the model given in Annex I hereto. 
Article 3 
Note 8 to Article 10 of Annex I of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted. 
Article 4 
1. Article 8 (2) of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 shall be 
deleted. 
~ ... ; ... 
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2. The first subparagraph of Article· 19 (2) of Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 shall be replaced by the following: 
"For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
paragraph 1, the customs authorities of the importing State 
shall return the movement certificate or the form 
EUR. 2 or a photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, the 
reasons of substance or form for an inquiry. The invoice, 
if it has been submitted, or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the form EUR. 2 and the customs authorities 
shall forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that the particulars given on the said cer-tificate 
or the said form are inaccurate." 
Article 5 
Article 21 of Decision No 3/73 of the Joint Committee shall 
be replaced by the following: 
"Article 21 
The initials and the endorsements referred to in 
Articles 13, 14 and 20 shall be inserted in the "REI.TAIUCS" box 
of the certificate." 
... / ... 
·., 
2. 
-~ -----~---------1 
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Article 6 
Without prejudice to Article 8 (1) of Protocol No 3, originat-
ing products within the meaning of that Protocol shall, provided 
the consignment consists only of originating products and provided 
the Value does not exceed 1,500 units of account per consignment, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement on import into the 
Community or Norway on presentation of form EUR.2 of which a 
model is given in Annex II. 
One form EUR.2 shall be completed for each consignment. 
Article 7 
Form EUR.2 shall be completed by the exporter or, under hie res-
ponsibility, by his authorized representative. It shall be made out on 
the form of which a model is given in ~ex II. This form shall be 
printed in one or more of the languages in which the Agreement is drawn 
up. It Shall be made out in one of these languages and in accordance 
with the Provisions of the domestic law of the exporting State. If it 
is handwritten it must be ~ompleted in ink and in block letters. 
Form EUR.2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plus 8 mm 
or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used shall be 
white paper dressed for writing not containing me.chanical pulp and 
weighing not less than 64 g/m2. 
. .. ; ... 
I·-
-- ·---·------·~-·--~~~-· ,._ .. _ .. ·-
------~ ........ __ _ 
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The Member States of the Community an~ Norway may reserve th~ 
right to print the forms themselves or may have them printed by printers 
approved by them. In the latter case each form must bear a reference 
to such· approval. In addition, the form must bear the name and address 
· of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It 
shall also bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which it_ 
can be iden~ified. 
Article 8 
In order to ensure proper applicatio~ of this Decision, the Member 
States of the Community and Norway shall assist each other, through 
their respective customs administrations, in checking the authenticity 
.an..~~ ~C(lU~acy of exporters' declarations made on forms EUR. 2 a 
Article 9 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who completes a form or 
~~u~ea a·form to be completed which contains inaccurate information 
for the purpose of enabling goods to benefit from preferential treat~ 
ment. 
Article 10 
1e Movement certificates made out on the forms previously in 
force may be used until. depletion of_stocks and at. the latest up to 
and including 30 June 1977, under th~ conditions laid down before 
the entry into force of this Decision. 
'llee/eee 
- --..... --~--~ .. 
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2. Forms EUR.2 made out on the form previously in force may 
be used until depletion of stocks and at the latest up to and 
including 30 June 1977 for postal consignments (including 
parcel post) under the conditions laid down before the entry 
into force of this Decision 
Additionally, they may be used until ·depletion of stocks and 
at the lates~ up to and including 30 June 1977, under the con-
di~ions l~id do~ by this Decision. In that case,. the information 
to be given in Box 8 of the forms, models of which are to be 
found in k1nex II, should be given in Box 7. 
Article 11 
< 
Decision No 4/73 of the Joint Committee is hereby repealed. 
Article 12 
The text of Article 18 of Joint Co~~ittee Decision No 3/73 
shall ba replaced by the following: 
"Article 18 
Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his 
authorized-representative shall complete and sign the 
form EUR.2. 
If the goods contained in the consignment have already 
been subject to verification in the exporting country by 
reference to the definition of the concept of "originating 
products", the exporter may refer to :t-his check in the "REMARKS 11 
box of form EUR.2." 
••o/••• 
-----------------
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Article 13 
An exporter who has completed a form EUR.2 shall be obliged to 
submit, at the request of the Customs authorities of the exporting 
country, supporting evidence concerning the use of this form. 
Article 14 
This Decision shall enter into force on J. J1'r·im1.n.r,,. 1976. 
Done at Bruosels, on 1 JlN1omh,..r 197') 
For the Joint Committee, 
The Chairman 
R. de KERGORLAY 
.. 
r~ If goode 
' ere not 
packed, in· 
d•cate 
number of 
arttcles or 
state "1n 
bulk"u 
appropnate 
{1) Complete 
only where 
the regu-
lattc:ona of 
the e•por· 
bng country 
or temtory 
requ•re 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE ANNEX I 
1, Exporter (Name, lull addreee, counll)') EUR.1 No A oooooo 
See notu overleaf before complellngthlo form 
2. CertUicate used In preferential trade between 
3. Consignee (Nome, full addre10, counll)') (OptionaQ 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 5. Country, group of 
territory in wh1ch the products countnes or territory 
are considered as orig1nating of destination 
6. Transport details (Optoonal) ~.Remarks 
a. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kind of packages (1 ); description of goods II. Gross 10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified. 
Export document (l): 
Form ............................................... No ......................... .. 
Customs off1ce: .............................................................. .. 
Issuing country or territory: .................................... . 
• .. ~ ... • .............................................................................................  
Date ...................................................................................... . 
(Sognalure) 
Slamp 
we1ght (kg) 
or other mea· 
sure (htres, 
cu.m, etc.) 
12. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, declare that the goods 
described above meet the cond1tions requi· 
red for the issue of tlus certificate. 
Place and date: ............ - ...... --.---······---.. ----· 
(Signatuoe) 
... ; ... 
------------------------
2 -
11, RIQUIIT FOR YIAIPIC::ATION1 to 14. R18Ut.T Ofil YIRIFICATION 
Verification canoed out shows that this cerllfocate (I) 
D was issued by the Customs Office indicated and that tho information contained therein is accurate. 
D does not meet the requirements as to authentocity and accuracy (see remarks appended). 
Verification of the authenticoty and accuracy of this certificate 
ia requeated. 
...... ___ ............ __ ... _ ........ - ... -----·"··· ....................... _ ...... ................ - ..................... ,_ ........................................... " .................... -.. -.. ·-··· .. ··· ..................... I (Piaca and data) (Pioca and dale) . 
Stamp Stamp I 
I 
I 
I 
........ ____ .. ___ , __ ,,, ........ -......................... , ... __ ............... 
-............. -................... -.................................................................. ' .. j (Signature) (Sognaluro) (I) lnaor1 X on tho approproate boa. 
NOTES 
1. Certiflc1t11 muat not contain eraeure1 or wordl written over one another. Any alteratlone mu•t be made by doloting tha incorrect parttculara and add•ng any neco&u'J' 
co"ectiona. Any euch alleration muet be 1n1ttallld by the peraon who completed the cert•hcate and endorsed by th• Cuetome authouhea ot the t~au•ng country or toflltory 
2. No apecea muat be left between the olema entered on the certlflcolt and ooch Item mutt be preceded by an otom number. A hororontal hna muat be drawn ommedoatly below 
the lui Item. Any unuaod apace muot be ttruok through In euch o manner ao to make any later addlloona impo .. obla. 
a. Ooodo mutt be daoorlbed In aooordanoe with commercial praotloe and with aufflolenl detail to enable lhom to be Identified. 
(ANNEX I) 
. .. ; ..... 
... 
-· 
lV ugooda 
are nol 
packed, on· 
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number of 
l'fiCiel Of 
at.ale •,n 
bulk' •• 
appropr~ata. 
------· ···--
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APPLICATION FOR·A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporttr (Name, full addrn1, oountry) 
3. Consignee !Nail)•· full addreaa, country) (Opllonal) 
!!. !~!""•rnrt deli•IIS (Optional) 
EUR.1 No A oooooo 
See h?tea overleaf before complaUnu lhla form 
2. Application for a certificate to be used In preferential 
trade between 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 6, Country, group of 
temtory in whtch the products . countnes or territory 
are considered as origmating ' · of desttnallon 
7. Remarks 
a. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kind of packages (~j description of goods 9. Gross 
weight (kg) 
or other mea· 
sure (litres, 
cu.m, etc.) 
10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
. .. (..· .. 
(ANNEX I) 
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DECLARAnON BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goods described overleaf, 
I 
... 
DECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for the issue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY aa follows the circumstances which have enabled these goode to meet the above conditione: 
--·--.......... ----·-·-·----
........ _______ , _____ , ___ , ______ , __ , ___ ,_ .. __ , ______ ............. _ ...... _ ...... _, ___ ._,_,,_, __ , __ , ____ ....... ,_ .............. _ ........... . 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
-----.. -·--............... _ .. ____ .... _ ....... -.. -·-------·----· ................ _ .. ,_ ... ,_ ................... -............................ _,,_ ....... -..... -
----------·-""'"'"'"'-········-·-·"·"---·--·----.. -·--···-·--·--.... -·-··-·-·---··-·""''-"'"'""'·····"''"-""'-'-"''"- ..... 
UNDERTAKE to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these authorities m11y require 
for the purpoae of iaauing the attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inapectior. of my accounts 
and to any check on the proceaaes of manufacture of the above gooda, carried out by the said authorities; 
REQUEST the iaaue of the attached certificate for theae gooda. 
(1) Por uample: Import documentl, movement certoflcetel, lnvoloee, menu lecturer'• deoleratlone, eto., referring to the producll ue•d In manufacture or •~• 0 ,,.,,~,, ••· 
"POI'1Ad on t~e ume elate. 
(ANNEX I) 
,.. 
ANNfX II 
Form £ U R 2 No A IJ..l FORM USED IN PREFERENTIAL TRADE BETWEEN (1) 
••••••••••••••••• AND ••••••••••••••• 
lJ (XPORTER (Nama, full address, country) w !i.E' . ARATION l Y THC: EXPO 'TER 
I, the underslr.ned, tXporter of tho gonda des .rlbe 
below, declare that the goodscomply with there-
qulrements for the completion of this form and that 
the goods have obtained the status of orl·~lnatlny 
~ CONSIGNEE (Naill, fu11 address, country) products within the provision& oovarnlno preferen• tlal trade shown In apace 1 • 
• ~ PLACE ANO DATE 
.!1 S IGNATUf:E OF EXPORTER 
~ - IJJcoumv oF ORIGIN ( 3) l..ilcOUNTRY OF DESTWATION(4) REMARKS (2) 
P.QJ GROSS llll GilT ( kg) 
~ HARKS, NUHEERS OF CONS IGNHENT AND OESCR IPTION OF GOOOS UliAUTHORITY IN THE EXPORTING COUNTRY (4) RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFICATION OF THE 
DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
-(1) Insert the countries, groups of countries or territories concerned. (2) Refer to any veri1l~aiion 4i.~ndy 
carried out by the appropriate authorlttds. (3) By the ter1 •country of origin• Is 1eant country, group 
of countries or territory where the goods are considered to be originating. (4) By the tar• •country of 
destination• is meant country, group of countries or territory of destination. 
~j REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION 
The verification of the declaration by the exporter on 
the front of this form Is requested (•) 
••··•·•·····•·•···•········••·················•·····• (Place and date) 
Stup 
J.~l RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carrlcdout shows that (1) 0 the statements and particulars given In this 
form are accurate 0 this fora does hoh .. t the requlre•ants as to 
acc~~t•acy ~and authenticity (see remarks 
appended} 
Stup 
.•..•..............•..••• 
( Si gnatura) 
{1) Place an X where appllcablo. 
( •) Subsequent vorlflcatl on; of for-a Et1R.2 shall be carded out at ra.1d011 or whenever tho custo111s authorities of 
the laporting State have reasonable doubt •• to tho accuracy of the Information regarding the •uthentlclty of 
the forms and the true origin of the goods In question. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF FORK EUR.2 
1. A fora EUR.2 may be made out only for goods which In the exporting country iulfll the conditions specified by 
the provisions governing the trade referred to in Box 1. · 
)'hese provisions must be studied carefully before the For• h co11pleted~ 
2. In the case of a consignment by parcel post the exporter attaches the fora to the despatch note. In tho case 
of consignment by letter post he encloses the for• In the package. The reference 1 EUR.21 and the serial number 
of the fora should be stated on the Custo1s groan label declaration C1 or on the Custoas declaration C2/CP3, as 
appropriate. 
3. These Instructions do not exe1pt the exporter fro• complying vlth any other for.alltles required by customs or 
postal regulations. 
4. An exporter who uses this for• Is obliged to submit to the appropriate authorities aay supporting evidence vhlch 
they may require and to agree to any lnspeotlon by thea of his accounts ~nd of the processes of 18nufacture of 
the goods described In Box t1 of thh fora. 

~------- -~-"'o.,. --
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Proposal for 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 
of 
concerning the application nf Joint Co~mittee EEC-Portugal 
Decision Nn 1/75 nmending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of ndminiatrative co-operation, as well as 
Joint Committee EEC-Portugal DP.cision No 2/75 amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation and Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 nnd ca~cP.Jlin~ Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPF.AN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the TreAty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission 
Whereas an Agreement betwe~n the ~uropean Economic Community and the 
Republic of Portugal was signed on 22 July 19?Z , and entt,r~d 
into force on let January 19?3, 
Whereas pursuant to Article 28 of Protocol No 3 concerning the definition 
of the concept of "originaHn,; products" and methode of' administrative co-
operation, which is an integrnl pnrt of the Agreement, the Joint Committee 
adopted Decisions Non 1/?5 and 2/?5 on 2nd December 19?5 ; 
Whereas it is necessnry to apply this Decision in the C~mmunity, 
.... ; ... 
• 
- -- --- -----------------.. ------ ----
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Republic of Portugal, Joint Committee 
Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 annexed to this Regulation shall apply 
in the Community. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall entPr into force on 1 January 1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in the entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
.. 
' ·' 
· AGREUmNT EEC- PORTUGAL 
THE JOI11T C01·U.UTTEE 
DECISION No 1/75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
.of 2 December 1975 
amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Portugal signed in Brussels on 
22 July 1972, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 on the definition of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative co-operation (hereinafter 
referred to as "Protocol No 3"), and in particular Article 28 
thereof, 
I. 
(' 
- 2-
' ' 
Whereas the pres-ent provisions of Article 23 ( .1) of Protocol N~ 3, 
suspended ttntil 31 December 1975 by Joint Committee Decision No 4/74 
of 2 December 1974, stipulate that the prohibition on the benefit·.of 
drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs duty of whatever 
kind, for non-originating products used in the manufacture of 
originating products, applies as from the date when the duty applic-
able to .. originating products of the same kind as the products used 
was, in the Community or in Portugal reduced to 40~ of the basic· duty; 
?fuereas the reference to a certain level of tariff dismantling in 
order to determine the date of application of these provisions ia 
likely to entail practical difficulties, in particular because of 
thA differences in tariff systems applicable both to the finished 
products n.nd to the originating products of the same kind as the 
producte:1 used;' 
WhereaA it is consequently appropriate to provide for a uniform 
date of application for the whole of the products concerned; whereas 
that date may· be the date of .the entry into force of this Decision; 
. .. 
--··--------- -----------··-- --· --- -------·--------------·-·---------- -------
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Whereas, in addition, the present provisions of Article 23 (2) and 
(3), stipulate that, for the application of the tariff system in 
force by virtue of Article 3 (1) of the Agreement, in trade between 
the former EFTA countries, only those products referred to in 
Article 25 (1) of Protocol No 3 may benefit from drawback of 
customs duty of whatever ldnd; 
':.'here as in practice it is a rcsul t of these provisions thrtt the 
benefit of drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs 
duty of whatever kind, is prohibited for products originating 
in the Cor.mtuni ty as ori.?;inally constituted or in Ireland v:hich are 
used in the manufacture of products which may benefit from the tariff 
system resultin·'5 from Article 3 (1) of the Agreement; 
':.'hereas this prohibition must continue for as long as the tariff 
s;}rstem resulting from Article 3 ( 1) of the Agreement is not identical 
to that resultin~ from Article 3 (2) thereof; 
'Nhereas, however, for the ma,iori ty of the products concerned, this 
prohibition will continue only until 30 June 1977; v;hereas it is 
appropriate in a dasire for simplification, to lay do¥m the same 
date for all the products in question, 
HAS DECID~:J AS l~OLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The tcxt·of Article 23 of Protocol No 3 shall be replaced by 
the followin.::.;: 
... / ... 
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"Article 23 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2 products of the kind to which the Agreement applies, which 
are used in the manufacture of products for which a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 is issued or completed, can 
only be the Bubject of drawback of customs duty or benefit from an 
exemption from customs duty of whatever kind when products 
originating .in the Community, Portugal. or one of the six countries 
referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol are concerned. 
2. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2, products originating in the Community as originally constitute! 
or in Ireland which are used in the manufacture of products obtained 
in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 25(1) may not 
be the subject, in the State where such manufacture took place, of 
drawback of'customs duty or benefit from an exemption of customs 
duty of whatever kind until 30 June 1977. 
3. In this and the following Articles, the tenn "customs duty" 
also means charges having an equivalent effect to custom duty • 
. . . ; ... 
- ·--- --------- ------·-...... ~ --- ,. __ -----------~-- ---------- -·-- ,_,_, .. __ , ______________ , -- ·-- -------- ---- ________ ., 
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Article 2· 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 2 December 1975 
By the Joint Committee 
The President 
R. de KERGORLAY 

I 
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AGIL~J'l-!ENT EEC- PORTUGAL 
TH?. • .TOINT CO:M1'1ITTEE 
DECISION No 2 /75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
of 2 December 1975 
amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 
and repealing Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between,the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Portugal, signed in Brussels on 
22 July 1972, 
Having regard to Protocol No.3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative 
co-ope~ation (hereinafter referred to as "Protocol No 3"), 
and in particular Article 28 thereof; 
... I ... 
-- ---- --------- --- ------ ---------
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Whereas it is desirable that the value limits laid down in 
Article 14 of Protocol No 3 should be raised; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide a box in the movement certificate 
EUR. 1 and in Form EUR. 2 in which the name of the country of origin 
should be inserted; whereas it is, as a result desirable to amend 
the models of this certificate and form; 
Whereas it is also necessary to simplify further the procedure for 
I 
issuing this certificate and for completing this form and inter alia 
by extending the measures adopted by Joint Cc~ittee n~~ioion No 4/73 
to other means of transport, as well as to raise the value limit 
laid down in that Decision, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The text of Article 14 (1) and (2) of Protocol No 3 shall b~ 
deleted and replaced by the following: 
"1. The Community and Portugal shall admit as origi:nating 
products benefiting from the Agreement without requiring the 
production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 
any goods sent as small packages to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage, provided that 
such goods are not imported by way of trade and have been 
declared as meeting the c.· ·).tiona required for the 
application of these ~revisions, and where there is no doubt 
as to the veracity of such declaration. 
~ .. / .... 
\ . 
~-·-·-.--
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2. Importations which are occasional and consist solely of 
goods for the personal use of the recipients or travellers 
or their families shall not be considered as importations by 
way of ·trade if it is evident from the nature and quantity 
of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
I Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 
100 units of account in the case of small packages or 
300 units of account in the case of the contents of 
travellers' personal luggage." 
Article 2 
The model movement certificate EUR. 1 given in Annex V to the 
Protocol No 3, as amended by Joint Committee Decision No 10/73, shall 
be replaced by the model given in Annex I hereto. 
Article 3 
Note 8 to Article 10 of Annex I of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted. 
Article 4 
1. ·Article 8 (2) of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 shall be 
deleted. 
. .. ; ... 
-----------------------------------,....-------
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2. The first subparagraph of Article· 19 (2) of Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 shall be replaced by the following: 
"For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
paragraph 1, the customs authorities of the importing State 
shall return the movement certificate or the form 
EUR. 2 or a photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, tho 
reasons of substance or form for an inquiry. The invoice, 
if it has been submitted, or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the form EtJR. 2 and the customs authorities 
shall forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that the particulars given on the said cer-tifica1.~ 
or the ·said form are inaccurate." 
Article 5 
Article 21 of Decision No 3/73 of the Joint Committee shall 
be replaced by the following: 
"Article 21 
The initials and the endorsements referred to in 
Articles 13, 14 and 20 shall be inserted in the "REI.IARKS 11 box 
of the certificate." 
'--···-------- -----~------- - -----------------d-----·---- -- - --
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Article 6 
1. Without prejudice to Article 8 (1) of Protocol No 3, originat-
ing products within the meaning of that Protocol shall, provided 
the consignment consists only of originating products and provided 
the value does not exceed 1,500 units of account per consignment, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement on import into the 
Community or Portugal on presentation of form EUR. 2 of which a 
model is given in Annex II. 
2. One form EUR.2 shall be completed for each consignment. 
Article 7 
Form EUR.2 shall be completed by the exporter or, under his res-
ponsibility, by his authorized representative. It shall be made out on 
the form of which a model is given in A!mex II. This form shall be 
printed in one or more of the languages in which the Agreement is drawn 
up. It shall be made out in one of these languages ~d in accordance 
with the provisions of the domestic law of the exporting State. If it 
is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in block letters. 
Form EUR.2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plus 8 mm 
or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used shall be 
white paper dressed for writing not containing me.chanical pulp and 
weighing not less than 64 g/m2. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Member States of the Community and Portugal may reserve the 
right to print the forms themselves or may have them printed by printers 
approved by tr In the latter case each form must bear a reference 
to such approval. In addition, the form must bear the name and address 
of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It 
shall also bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which it 
can be identified. 
Article 8 
I 
In order to ensure proper application of this Decision, the Member 
States of the Community and Portugal shall assist each other, through 
their respective customs administrations, in checlcing the authenticity 
and accuracy of exporters' declarations made on forms EUR.2. 
Article 9 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who completes a form or 
causes a form to be completed which contains inaccurate information 
for the purpose of enabling goods to benefit from preferential treat-
ment. 
Article 10 
1. Movement certificates made out on the forms previously in 
force may be used until. depletion of_ stocks and at. the latest up to 
and including 30 June 1977, under the conditio~ laid down before 
the entry into force of this Decision. 
. .. ; ... 
--------
2. 
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Forms EUR.2 made out on the 
be used until depletion of stocks 
including 30 June. 1977 for postal 
parcel post) under the conditions 
into force of this ·Decision 
form previously in force may 
and at the latest up to and 
I 
consignments (including 
laid down before the entry 
Additionally, they may be used until depletion of stocks and 
at the latest up to and including 30 June 1977,'under .th~ con-
'• . 
dijions l~id ~o~ by this Decision. In that c~e,_ the inf~~ation 
to be given in .Box 8 of the forms, models of which are to be 
found in ~Lnex II, should be given in Box 7. 
Article 11 
Decision No 4/73 of the Joint Committee is hereby repealed. 
Article 12 
The text of Article 18 of Joint Co~~ittee Decision No 3/73 
shall be replaced by the following: 
"Article 18 
Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his 
authorized representative shall complete and sign the 
form EUR.2. 
If the goods contained in the consignment have already 
been subject to verification in the exporting country by 
reference to the definition of the concept of "originating 
products", the exporter may refer to i.his check in the "REMARKS" 
box of form EUR.2." 
... ; ... 
-·--·-------------- ----------
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Article 13 
An exporter who has completed a form EUR.2 shall be obliged to 
submit, at the request of the Customs authorities of the exporting 
country, supporting evidence concerning the use of this form. 
Article 14 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 FrJbruar.v 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 2 Deoemb~r 1975 
For the Joint Committee, 
The Chairman 
R. de KE.'RGORLAY 
~~ If gooclo 
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only where 
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MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE ANNEX I 
1, Exporter (Nama, full addreaa, counfl)') EUR.1 No A oooooo 
See notes overleaf before completing tlola form 
2. Certificate used In preferential trade between 
3. Conslg nee I Name, full addraao, country) (OptionaO 
.................... __ .............................................. ·-····· .. ···· .................. -.............................. __ _ 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 6. Country, group of 
territory in whtch the products countries or terntory 
are considered as ongtnating of destination 
8. Transport details IOptoonal) ~.Remarks 
a. Item number; rnarka and numbers I Number and kind of packages (1 ); description of goods 8. Gross 10. Invoices 
(OptionaO 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified. 
Export document It): 
Form .................................................... No .......................... . 
Customs office: ............................................................... . 
Issuing country or territory: ................................... .. 
• .. ~ .... ! ......................................................... - .............................. . 
Date ........................................................ - ... ~ .......................... . 
(Sognature) 
Slamp 
wetght (kg) 
or other mea· 
sure (htrea, 
cu.m, etc.) 
12. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, declare that the goods 
described above meet the conditions requi· 
red for the issue of this certificate. 
Place and date: ---·--·-----
----··-··-.... -·--------..... -...... --." ISignottu.e) 
... ; ... 
-~----------------------
13. REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to 
Venftcation of the authenticity and accuracy of lhia certificate 
IS requested. 
(Place and date) 
Stamp 
(Signature) 
2 -
14. RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Vertftcation carried out shows that this certiftcate (1) 
D 
D 
was issued by the Customs Office indicated and that tho 
information contained theretn is accurate. 
does not meet the requtremenls as to authentictty and 
accuracy (see remarks appended). 
(Place and date) 
Stamp 
(Signature) 
(I) lnaerl X in the appropr~oto box. 
NOTES 
I 
1. Cert•tioatea muat not contain eraaurea or warda wrluen o~er one another. Any alteratlona muat be made by dolat1ng the tncorrect particulara and add&ng any neeeaaary 
correcllona. Any auch alteration muat be ln•ttalled by the peraon who completed the certificate and endoraed by the Cuatoma authouhaa of the •uutng country or temtory. 
2. No apacea muet be left between th• 1tema entered on the certificate and each 1tem muat be preceded by 1n Item number. A hor.zont.al hne muet be drawn JMmed•atly bei0\1\ 
the laet item. Any unuaed epac• muet be etruck through in euoh a manner 11 to make eny later additlone lmpoaatble. 
3. Gooda muat bo d .. arlbad In oooordanoo with oommorolal proolloo ond with aufftolont dotal! to enable them to bo ldontlflod. 
Ci •• ; ••• 
(ANNEX I) 
-· 
.. 
• 
........ ___ ·------~---- _.,. ...... .-._r __ _.._ 
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APPLICATION FOR-A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1, Exporter (Name, lull acldr"•· country) 
3. Consignee (Nall)a, lull addr•aa, country) (Optional) 
!!. !~!!"•:"'rt debtils (Optoonall 
EUR.1 No A oooooo 
Sea n?taa overleaf before completing tllla form 
2. Application for a certificate to be used In preferential 
trade between 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 5. Country, group of 
territory in whrch the products countries or territory 
are considered as origmating 1 • of destination 
7. Remarks 
a. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kind of packages (~; description of goods t. Gross 
we•ght(kg) 
or other mea· 
sure (htres, 
cu.m, etc.) 
10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
. .. '/..-.. 
(ANNEX I) 
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DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goods described overleaf, ' 
lo 
DECLARE that the goode meet the conditione required for the iesue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY as follows the circumetancee which have enabled these goode to meet the above conditions: 
SUBMIT the following aupporting documenta (1): 
UNDERTAKE to submit, at the requaat of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these authorities may ;Qqui•e 
for the purpoae of iseuing the attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inapeu·<'n of my accounta 
and to any check on the proceaaea of manufacture of the above goode, carried out by the aaid authorities; 
REQUEST the issue of the attached certificate for theae goode. 
. .... _ .. _ ..1'""'--····-··-.. ··-.............. -................... --................................................. ···-·····--·· (Piaoo and d•le) . 
.................................. -"'''"'" __ .,.,.. .......................................................................... '" ''" ........ _ .................... . 
(Stgnature) 
(1 l For ••ample: import documonta, movomont oertlfloatll, lnvoiOII, manufacturer'• deolaratlona, eto., referring to the producte uaed In manufacture or the gaorla ro· 
eaportod In the ume etate. 
(ANNEX I) 
... 
--~-. ~-------~----- - ----·- ~_ ....... _ ... ___ - - ------- - ------ . -------
ANNEX II 
Form E U R 2 No A ~ FORM USED IN PREFERENTIAL TRADE BETWEEN (1) 
••••••••••••••••• AND ••••••••••••••• 
lJ CXPORTER (Name, full address, country) lJ fJ(t .ARATION l Y TH<: EXPO 'TER 
I, the undersl(:ned, t.xporter of the goods da1 :rlbe 
below, declare that the goodsco~ply with the ra-
qulrements for the completion of this form and that 
the goods have obtained the status of orl~lnatlny 
products within the provision• Qovernln9 preferen• 
~ CONSIGNEE (Name, full address, country) tlal trade ohown In apace 1 • 
• ~ PLACE AND DATE 
.§J SJGNATUr.E OF EXPORTER 
~ REMARKS (2) jJ COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ( 3) ._gj COUNTRY OF OESTIIIATION(4) 
JQJ GROSS WE I GIH l kg) 
~ HARKS, NUHEERS OF CONSIGNMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF GOOOS JllAUTHORITY IN THE EXPORTING COUNTRY (•) RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFICATION OF THE 
OECLARAT ION BY THE EXPORTER 
·-(1) Insert the countries, groups of countries or territories concerned. (2) Refer to any veriil~aiion dir=~dy 
carried out by the appropriate authorities. (3) By the tar• •country of origin' Is meant country, group 
of countries or territory where the goods are considered tp be originating. (•} By the term •country of 
destination• Is meant country, group of countries or territory of destination. 
lll REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION 
The verification of the declaration by the exporter on 
the front of this form Is requested (.) 
Stamp 
•··•••···•·•··•··•····• (Signature} 
l'•l RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows that ( 1) 
I:J the statements and particulars given In this forN are accurate 0 this for• d~es hot mnt the requlre11ents as to 
accut•acy 1 and authenticIty (see reaarks appended} 
Stamp 
.•..•............•.•.•••• 
(Sf gnature) 
(1) Place an X where applicable. 
(•} Subsequent verification& of forms £UR.2 shall be carr\ed out at ra.1d011 or whenever the customs authorities of 
the !•porting State have reasonable doubt as to tho accuracy of the lnforaatlon regarding the authenticity of 
the forms and the true origin of the goods In question. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF FORH EUR.2 
1. A for• EUR.2 may be made out only for goods which In the exporting country iulfll the conditions specified by 
the provisions governing the trade referred to In Box 1. 
~hose provisions must be studied carefully before the Fora Is completed~ 
2. In the case of a consignment by parcel post the exporter attaches the fora to the despatch note. In the case 
of consignment by letter post he encloses the for• In the package. The reference 1 EUR.21 and the serial number 
of the form should be stated on the Custoas green label declaration C1 or on the Customs declaration C2/CP3, as 
appropriate. 
3. These Instructions do not exo•pt the exporter fro• complying vlth any other foraalltles required by customs or 
postal regulations. 
4. An exporter who uses this form Is obliged to submit to the appropriate authorities any supporting evidence which 
they may require and to agree to any lnspeotlon by them of his accounts ~nd of the processes of aanufactare of 
the goods described In Box 11 of this fora. 
• 
. _______ , _________ ~-·- --- ... , ... ~~~--- -·--' 
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Proposal for 
Council Reguiation (EEC) No 
of 
concerning the application of Joint Co~mittee EEC-Sweden 
Decision No 1/75 amPnding Article 23 of Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of thP. concept of ''originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation, as well as 
Joint Committee EEC-Sweden• Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation and Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 and cnnceJ1inR Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to th~ Treaty ~stablishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular ArticJe 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposaJ from the Commission 
Whereas an Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
Kingdom of Sweden was signed on 22 July 1972 , and entered 
into force on 1st January 1973; 
Whereas pursuant to Article 28 of Protocol No 3 concerning the definition 
of the concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative co-
operation, which is an integral part of the Agreement, the Joint Committee 
adopted Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 on 2nd December 1975 ; 
Whereas it is necessary to apply this Decision in the Community, 
I 
... / ... 
---··- --- ---···-------- ·---
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Artic1e 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Kingdom of Sweden, Joint Committee 
Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 annexed to this Regulation shall apply 
in the Community. ., 
1\rt i cle 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in the entirety and direc:l) 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at BrusRels, 
r.,or the Counci 1 
The President 
• 
. ._... I----·---·----.... •----••·- ___ , _________ ---
r 
· AGREUIT!NT EEC-SWEDEN 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
DECISION No 1/75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
.of 2 Deoember 1~75 
amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Kingdom of S'feden, 
22 July 1972, 
signed in Brussels on 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 on the definition of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative co-operation (hereinafter 
referred to as "Protocol No 3"), and in particular Article 28 
thereof, 
... I . .. 
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Vlhereas the pres·ent provisions of Article 23 ( 1) of Protocol No 3 ~ 
suspended until 31 December 1975 by Joint Conunittee Decision No 4;74 
of 2 December 1974, stipulate that the prohibition on the benefit of 
drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs duty of whatever 
kind, for non-originating products used in the manufacture of 
originating products, applies as from the date when the duty appli. --
able to originating products of the same kind as the products ·~e@d 
was, in the Corrununi ty or in .$we den, reduced to 40% of the basic d··- t: 
'/fhereas the reference to a certain level of tariff dismantling in 
order to determine the date of application of these provisions :i.n 
likely to entail practical di fficul ties, in pa.rticular because of 
thn differences in tariff systems applicable both to the finished 
products o.nd to the originating products of the sa.'!le lcind as the 
products used; 
?fh0:re8.~ tt is conseque~tly appropriate to prov~de for n. uniform 
d~te of application for the whole of the products concerned; wheren~ 
the.t date may be the date of the entry into force of this Decision~ 
'• 
• 
• 
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'Nhereas, i:n addition, the present provisions of Article 23 (2) and 
(3), stipulate that, for the application of the tariff system in 
force by virtue of Article 3 (1) of the Agreement, in trade between 
the former EFTA countries, only those products referred to in 
Article 25 (1)_of Protocol No 3 may benefit from drawback of 
customs duty of whatever kind; 
~:,'here as in practice it is a result of these provisions thrt't the 
benefit of drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs 
duty of whatever kind, io prohibited for products originating 
in the Cor:L11uni ty as ori.:;inally constituted or in Ireland V'lh:Lch are 
used in the manufacture of products which may benefit from the tariff 
system resu.l tin·':S from Article 3 ( 1) of the ~reement; 
':.'hereas this prohibition must continue for as long as the tariff 
s~rstem resul tins from Article 3 ( 1) of the Agreement is not identical 
to that resultin~ from Article 3 (2) thereof; 
'Nhereas, however, for the ma.iori ty of the products concerned, this 
pro hi bi tion will continue only until 30 June 1977; v;hereas it is 
appropriate in a dasire for simplification, to lay dovm the same 
aate for all the products in question, 
HAS DECIDJ:J AS l;'QLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The tcxt·of Article 23 of Protocol No 3 shall be replaced by 
the followin.::;: 
... / ... 
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"Article 23 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2 products of the kind to which the Agreement applies, which 
are used in the manufacture of products for which a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 is issued or completed, can 
only be the .subject of drawback of customs duty or benefit from an 
exemption from customs duty of whatever kind when products 
originating .in the Community, Sweden . or one of the six countries 
referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol are concerned. 
2, Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2, products originating in the Community as originally consti t· ,·::.e-5 
or in Ireland which are used in the manufacture of products obtaine~ 
in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 25(1) may ~~t 
be the subject, in the State where such manufacture took place, of 
drawback of'customs duty or benefit from an exemption of customs 
duty of whatever kind until 30 June 1977. 
3. In this and the following Articles, the term "customs duty" 
also means charges having an equivalent effect to custom duty • 
... ; ... 
• 
• ..... -.....,.._~- •W---·-• -· • -- .... ..-.-,_ .. ___ - •- -----~------------ ___ ....... ..-...--~--·· ,__ _____ -·-- ------ -· 
. 
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• 
Article 2· 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 2 December 1975 
By the Joint Committee 
The President 
R. de KERGORLAY 
• 
"""'"~-.... ,~ ........ _...__.__._,, ________ .. ~,.~~oo-• '- ---~~----~·--·-·Mol..---~------ ......... ,._.. ......... n._. .. ~ ,.._,,., ______ , .. __ ,,,,_ .. ___ ,, _ ... ,_,~ -·- ""-•••·--• ••Mo Lo ... ' 
I • 
• 
TT-T?. ,JOINT COMl'ITTTEE 
DECISION No 2 /75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
of 2 December 1975 
amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 
and repealing Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Kingdom of Sweden, signed in Brussels on 
22 July 1972, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation (hereinafter referred to as "Protocol No 3"), 
and in particular Article 28 thereof; 
... I ... 
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WhGreas it is desirable that the value limits laid down in 
Article 14 of Protocol No 3 should be raised; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide a box in the movement certificate 
EUR. 1 and in Form EUR. 2 in which the name of the coun·t;ry of origin 
should be inserted; whereas it is, as a result desirable to amend 
the models of this certificate and form; 
Vfuereas it is also necessary to simplify further the procedure for 
issuin~ this cer·tiificate and for completing this form and inter alia 
by extending the measures adopted by Joint Cc::cittee "f',o~iaion No 4/~,j 
to other means of transport, as well as to raise the value limit 
laid down in that Decision, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
I 
Article 1 
The text of Article 14 (1) and (2) of Protocol No.3 shall be 
deleted and replaced by the following: 
11 1 • The Community and Sweden shall admit as orig:i.na ting 
products benefiting from the Agreement without req,,~ 't'"ing the 
production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or a fo1~ EUR. 2 
any goods sent as small packages to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage, provided that 
such goods are not imported by way of trade and have been 
declared as meeting the conditions required for tho 
application of these provisions, and where there is ·no doubt 
as to the veracity of such declaration. 
I 
• • •I • • • 
\ 
• 
-' "~"'"""----~-------·· ~--'·-
. --- ·-·---- ------ ---------~ ·- ~ ... _...-----~----·--·-. 
__ ......,,, 
... 
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2. Importations which are occasional and con~ist solely o{ 
goods for the personal use.of the recipients or travellers 
or their families shall not be considered as importations by 
way of -trade if it is evident from the nature and quantity 
of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 
100 units of account in ·the case of small packages or 
300 units of account in the case of the contents of 
I 
travellers' personal luggage." 
Article 2 
The model movement certificate EUR. 1 given in Annex V to the 
Protocol No 3, as amended by Joint Committee ~ecision No 10/73, shall 
·be replaced by the model given in Annex I hereto. 
Article 3 
Note 8 to Article 10 of Annex I of Protocol No 3 shall be · 
deleted. 
Article 4 
1. Article 8 (2) of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 shall be 
deleted. 
. .. ; ... 
~· 4 ..• 
2. The first subparagraph of Article· 19 (2) of Joint ··committee 
Decision No 3/73 shall be replaced by the following: 
11 For the purpone of implementing the provisions of 
paragraph 1, ·t;he cu.stoms authorities of the importing State 
Shall return the movement certificate or the form 
EUR. 2 or a photocopy th~reof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, the 
reasons of substance or form for aq inquiry. The invoice, 
I if it has been submitted, or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the form EUH. 2 and ·the customs authorities 
shall forwa:cd any information that has been obtained 
suggesting th.a·t; the par·t;iculars given on the said cer·tificate 
or the said form are inaccurate." 
Article 5 
Article 21 of Decision No 3/7.3 of the Joint Committee shall 
be replaced by the following: 
"~rticle 21 
The initials a.nd the nndorsemente referred to in 
Articles 13, 14 and 20 shall be inserted in the 11 REl.'iA.RKS 11 box 
of the certi f~i f'!'t-ttP .. " 
... ; ... 
. ··- ... ....__ .. ------- . . -- -----------··" -----... ---~--------- . - ---------- ·-- -----...... -----
1. 
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Article 6 
Without prejudice to Article 8 (1) of Protocol No 3, originat-
ing products vii thin the meaning of that Protocol shall, provided 
the consignment consists only of originating products and provided 
the value does not exceed 1,500 units of account per consignment, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement on import into the 
Community or Sweden on presentation of form EUR.2 of which a 
model is given in Annex II. 
2. One form EUR.2 shall be completed for each consignment. 
Article 7 
Form EUR.2 shall be completed by the exporter or, under his res-
ponsibility, by his authorized representative. It shall be made out on 
the form of which a model is given in Annex II. This form shall be 
printed in one or more of the languages in which the Agreement is drawn 
up. It shall be made out in one of these languages and in accordance 
with the provisions of the domestic law of the exporting State. If it 
is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in block letters. 
Form EUR.2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plus 8 mm 
or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used shall be 
white paper dressed for writing not containing me.cha.nical pulp and 
weighing not less than 64 g/m2. 
. .. ; ... 
- 6 -· 
The Member States of -the Cowm.1nJ.ty and Sweden may reserve the 
right to print the forms themGe1vc3 or may have them printed by printers 
approved by them. In the latter case each form must bear a reference 
to such approval. In addition, tlH~ form must bear the name and address 
of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It 
shall also. bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which it 
can be identified. 
Article 8 
In order to ensure proper application of this· Decision, the Member 
States of the Community and sweden shall assist each other, through 
their respective custornB adroiniotrations, in checking the authenticity 
and accuracy of exporters' declarations made on forms EUR.2. 
Article 9 
Penal ties shall be imposed on any pers9n who completes a fo.rm or 
causes a form to be completed which contains inaccurate information 
for the purpose of enabling goods to benefit from preferential tre~t­
ment. 
.A ... rt i. cle 10 
-*·---
1'. Movement certificates made out on the forms previously in 
force may be used until depletio:n of. stocks and at. the latest up to 
and including 30 June ·1 9 77 und.or th .. e condi tiont:J laid down before 
the entry into force of this Deoision. 
. .. ; ... 
I 
J 
------------ . " - --- ·------··- -·- ·------- -----····-·----
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2. Forms EUR.2 made out on the form previously in force may 
be used until depletion of. stocks and at the latest up to and 
including 30 June 1977 for postal consignments (including 
parcel post) under the conditions laid down before the entry 
into force of this Decision 
Additionally, they may be used until depletion of stocks and 
at the lates~ up to and including 30 June 1977, under the con-
ditions l~id do~ by this Decision. In that case,_ the information 
to be given in Box 8 of the forms, models of which are to be 
found in ffi1nex II, should be given in Box 7. 
Article 11 
Decision No 4/73 of the Joint Committee is hereby repealed. 
Article 12 
The text of Article 18 of Joint Co~~ittee Decision No 3/73 
shall bs replaced by the following: 
"Article 18 
Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his 
authorized representative shall complete and sign the 
form EUR.2. 
If the goods contained in the consignment have already 
been subject to verification in the exporting country by 
reference to the definition of the concept of "originating 
products", the exporter may refer to 1.his check in the "REMARKS" 
box of form EUR.2." 
••o/••• 
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Article 13 
An exporter who has completed a form EUR.2 shal.l be obligedto 
, submit, at the request of the Customs authorities of the exporting 
country, supporting evidence concerning the use of this form. 
Article 14 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 F(.)bruar,v 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 2 December 1975 
For the Joint Committee, 
The Chairman 
R. de KERCORLAY 
----·----:------ ·------------·--------. 
• 
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MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE ANNEX I 
1, Exporter (Nama, lull addrau, country) EUR.1 No A oooooo 
Sao noteo overleaf before complollng thlo form 
2. Certificate used In preferential trade between 
3. Consignee (Nome, lull addron, country) (OptlonoO 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 5. Country, group of 
territory in whtch the products countries or territory 
are considered as onginating of destination 
6, Transport details (Opllonoll ~.Remarks 
8. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kind of packages (1 );1 description of goods 8. Gross 
wetght(kg) 
or other mea-
sure (litre&, 
cu.m, etc.) 
10. Invoices 
(OptionaO 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified. 
Export document (1.): 
Form .................................................... No ......................... .. 
Customs office: .... .... .· .......................................... . 
Issuing country or territory: ................................... .. 
• •. ~ .... ! ............................................................ - ...•....•......................... 
Date .............................................................. - ......................... . 
(Sognalure) 
Stamp 
12. DECLARATION BY TtiE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, declare that the goods 
described above meet the conditions requi· 
red for the issue of this certtficate. 
Place and date:-·-----·-·---·-···-.. ·--·--·--
-·-······· .. -·-------·- ----(Signatuoe) 
... ; ... 
11. RIQUIIT FOR YIRIP'ICATION, to 
1 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate 
ia requeated. 
---~-..-.-~---· .......... •-u~o ... OoMII' .. "''"'''''' ... '' .. ''•"•n•••Mt•.., .. lloUoiiOUIHUI•••n,..,~,,,,, 
CPiace and date) 
Stamp 
-·----........ __........_ ... , .. , .. ,, ....... ,,_,.,,, .. , ... ,,,,,,,,uo••••~··••••·•-•••••••••• .. • 
C8lgnalure) 
2 -
114. RIIU&.T Oil YllltiiiiCATION 
Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
D 
0 
was issued by the Customs Office indicated and that the 
information contained therein is accurate. 
does not meet the requirements aa to authenticity and 
accuracy (see remarks appended}. . 
·-···-·--·---·-····-·· .. ··-·· .. ··-··-···--·-·-·-··(;;i;~~-;~d-d;,·;;·--------.... -·-
Statnp 
.................................................. is·i;·~;·;~·;;; .. -........................ _ ................. . 
Cl) lnaert X in the appropriato boa. 
NOTES 
1. C.rtitlcatea muat not contain eraauree or warda written over one another. Any alteretiona muet be made by deleting the lncorrec::t particulara and addln11 any ttaceeaary 
oorrectione. Any luch alteration muet be inihalled by the pereon who completed the oertilicale and endor"d by the Cuelom• eulhorit~ea ot the leeuin11 country or lerrilory. 
2. No 1pece1 muat be l_.t between the item• entered on the otrtilicete 1nd e~ch item mu11 be preceded by an item number. A horizontal line mutt be dr~wn lmmedielly below 
the lnl it1m. Aflyunu .. d 1pao• muel be 1truck through in euch 1 manner 11 to make eny Inter addition a impollible. 
3. Goode muet be deeorlbed In accordance with commerciAl prectlce 1nd with eufflolent detail to enable them lo be Identified. 
. .. ; ... 
(ANNEX I) 
,. 
.... ___ M.._ _, _____ -~·-- ~- __ ....... ,. __ _, __ < - __ M __ , __________ ------ ~---·M-----·-· ----0 ............ - ---
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APPLICATION FOR-A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1, lxpon•r (Name, full ad11re11, oountl)') 
3. Consignee (NaR)o. full addreao, counlly) (Opbonal) 
!!. !~!""•!""rt d~~ttcoils (Ophonal) 
EUR.1 No A oooooo 
See n?let pverleal before completing llllt lorm 
2. Application for a certificate to be used In preferential 
trade between 
and 
4. Country, group of countnes or 5. Country, group of 
territory in wh1ch the products countnes or territory 
are considered as orig1nating' · of dcstmahon 
7. Remarks 
a. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kmd of packages (:Q; descnption of goods 9. Gross 10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
{ANNEX I} 
we1ght (kg) 
or other mea· 
sure (htres, 
cu.m, etc.) 
. .. /.· .. 
- 4 -
DECLARAnON BY THII! EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goode described overleaf, 
I 
\, 
DECLARE that the gooda meet the conditione required for the iaaue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY aa follows the circumatancea which have enabled these goode to meet the above conditione: 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
--·-.......................... - ............................................................................................................................................... ______ , .................... -......................................................... -................... _ 
""'--''""''"'-"'"_" ___ , ..... ,_ .... ,,. • ., ... ,, .. ., .. , .. ,,.,,. .. ,..,,.,.,,,,,.,. ... ,. ... ,,.,,,, ... ,,mootooooooonooo ... .,,.,,,,..,,,,,. .. ,,.,., .. ,.,.,.,,, .. ,, .. _._, .. , ..... ,,,, ... ,., .. ,,,., ... ,,,,.,,,,, .... ,., ... ,,,.,,,,.,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,, ...... , .... 
.................................................... - ..................... _ .......................................... ,_,,, .... _ ................................................................................................ -.................................................... ,._ .... ····~···. . 
....... IMOIIH0000IIOOifOHOOt01f00000001010IUHIH .. HIOitoOOIIOH ... IHIIHHifO"IOIIII-IIIIHIIIOIIIINIMOII001000011000HIOOIIOIIIIUOIHHOIHH .. IIIIIOHHH0ttiiii100010101UIIIIIIotiii0001001011"111111IOI10I-OOO ... IIOIHOIIIIIroUOIOOII0010IIIOtoOfOOIOOIUOOU<III•0001"11"t'O'Iolooooooo l>lloooOOoOio"' ...... 
UNDERTAKE to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these nuthc-<itie& IT'I•Y roqui•l'! 
for the purpose of iaauing the attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inapecllnn of my accountB 
and to any check on the proceaaea of manufacture of the above goode, carried out by the aaid authorihea; 
REQUEST the iuue of the attached certificate for these goode. 
*'-""'""''1'"""'-"""'-'''"''''""""'''"'"''"''""'''"'"'"''-""'"""'"""'"""''""'""-''"'''""'''''''''"'-"'"'''-"'"'-(Piaot and datal 
....... _ .. _ ............... _ ............. - ........................ lsie~~i~;;;--··-............................................................ . 
(1) For ,.ample: import documente, movement cartlllcatll, lnvolcea, menulacturer'a deolaratlona, eto., ralerrlng 10 the prodY<'• uoed 1n monyfoctura or th& gooda ,.. 
IIJ)Orled 1n the llml 11111. 
(ANNEX I) 
·- _.....________ -- ---- ------- - ------- - ----------------------------------------
i 
!;l:! 
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ANNEX II 
For111 E U R 2 No A ~j FORM USED IN PREFERENTIAL TRADE BET\IEEN (1) 
•••••-••••••••••• ANO ••••w•••••••••• 
I!J CXPORTER (Naae, full address, country) l1J uEr A~AT ION l Y THC: EXPO 'TER 
I, the undarsft.ned, txporter of tho gon.:J5 de1 ;rlbe · 
below, declare that the goodsco~:~ply 11fth tho re• 
qulrements for tho completion of this form and that 
the goods have obtained the &tatus of orl~fnatfng 
f!.J CONSIGNEE (Nama, full addreaa, country) products within the provfalons govsrnlnQ preferen-tfal trade ahown In •paco 1 • 
• Ill PLACE AND D4TE 
II s IGNATUr.E OF EXPORTER 
J.l REMARKS (2) !J COUmY OF ORIGIN (3) 1..9..! COUNTRY OF OESTIUATIOU(4) 
iJQ.1 GROSS WE I Gil f l kg) 
ll.J HARKS, NUHE:ERS OF CONSIGNMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF GOOUS ~AUTHORITY IN THE EXPORTING COUNTRY (~) 
RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFICATION OF THE 
OECLARAT IOU BY THE EXPORT£R 
-(1) lnaert the countries, groups of countries or territories concerned. (2) Refer to any veri11~aiion.~i•cady 
carried out by the appropriate authorities. (3) By the tera •country of origin' Is aeant country, group 
of countries or territory where the goods are conslderod to be originating. (4) By the tara •country of 
deatlnatlon1 Is aeant country, group of countries or territory of destination. 
PJl REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION 
The verification of the declaration by the exporter on 
the front of this form Is requested (•) 
..................................................... 
(Place and date) 
Stamp 
tt I II I I It It I It I I I I I I I I I 
(Signature) 
~~1 RESULT OF VER IF I CAT ION 
Verification carrlnd out shows that ( 1) 
r.:J the statements and particulars glvon In this 
form are accurate 
, r 
0 this fora does notmnt the requlrun,ta aa to accuracy~ and authenticity (soe rema.·ks 
appended} 
•••••....•............•••....•.•••• 
(Place and data) 
Stamp 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Signature) 
(1) Place an X where applicable. 
-
(•) Subsequent verifications of foraa £UR.2 shall be carried out at ra11doa or vhenovor the customs authorities 11+ 
the laportlnq State have reaaonable doubt ae to tho accuracy of the lnforaatlon reqardlno the authenticity of 
the forms and the true origin of the goods In question. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF FORH EUR.2 
1. A form EUR.2 may be made out only for goods vhlch In the exporting country fulfil the condition• spvclfled by 
the provisions governing the trade referred to In Box 1. 
~hese provisions must be etudled carefully before the Form Ia coapleted~ 
2. In the case of a consignment by parcel post the exporter attachae the fora to tho despatch not&. In tho caso 
of consignment by letter post he opcloaos tha form In the package. The reference 1EUR.2• and the sorlcl number 
of the form should be stated on the Custoas grean label declaration C1 or on the Customs declaration C2/CP3, as 
appropriate. 
' 3. These Instructions do not exeapt the exporter from complying vlth any other foraalltles required by customs or 
postal regulations. 
4. An exporter who uses this fora Ia obliged to submit to the appropriate authorities any supporting evidence which 
they aay require and to agree to any lnspeotlon by thea of hla accounts ~nd of the proce5sea of aanufacture of 
the goods described In Box 11 of this fora. 

............... _____ ·------~---- ----------"--··------ ______ ......... _ ··-------~---------._-~ ·-~---·----------·- .... ~ 
Proposp.l for 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 
of 
concerning the applicat.·~on of Joint Committee EEC- SVHTZEHLAND 
Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation, as well as 
Joint Committee EEC-SI'JITZERLAND Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the dAfini tion of thP. concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation and Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 :md C.'lncen ins;.; Joint Committee Decision No 4/T;, 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty ~stablishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission 
Whereas an Agreement between thP European Economic Community and 
Swiss Confederation was signed on 22 July 1972 , and entered 
into force on 1 January 1973; 
Whereas pursuant to Article 28 of Protocol No 3 concerning the definition 
of the concept of "origin8ting products" and methods of administrative co-
operation, which is An integral part of the Agreement, the Joint Commit;;ee 
. . 
adopted Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 on 1 December 1975 
Whereas it is necessary to apply this Decision in the Community, 
.. 
. .. I . .. 
' .. 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Swiss C~nfederation, Joint Committee 
Decisions Nos 1/75 and 2/75 annexed to this Regulation shall apply 
in the Community. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 19?6. 
This Regulation shall be binding in the entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
-~; 
'·--' 
• '>I .. - ,.,., • '•. ,., .,· .• ~ • 
I 
I 
. AGREEr·mNT EEC- SWITZERLAND 
., THE JOINT COHIUTTEE 
DECISION No 1/75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
,of 1 December 1975 
amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Swiss Confederation, 
22 July 1972, 
signed in Brussels on 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 on the definition of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative co-operation (hereinafter 
referred to as "Protocol No 3"), and in particular Article 28 
thereof, 
',} 
.. . I . .. 
---------~----- ---------------------
, .. 
.. 
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Whereas the pres·ent provisions of Articll.e 23 ( 1) of Protocol No 3, 
suspended until 31 December 1975 by Joint Committee Decision No 4/74 
of 2 December 1974, stipulate that the prohibition on the benefit of 
drawback of customs duty or exemption from customs duty of whatever 
kind, for non-originating products used in the manufacture of 
originating products, applies as from the date when the duty applic-
able to originating products of the same kind as the products used 
was, in the Community or in Switzerland reduced to 40% of the basic duty: 
Whereas the reference to a certain level of tariff dismantling in 
order to determine the date of application of these provisions io 
likely to entail practical difficulties, in particular because of 
the differences in tariff systems applicable both to the finished 
products n.nd to the originating products of the s~e kind as the 
products used; 
~ . 1/herea.s :i.t is consequently appropriate to provide for a uniform 
dnte of application for the whole of the products concerned; wherenA 
that date may be the date of the entr,y into force of this Decision; 
... / ... 
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Whereas, in addition, the present provisions of Article 23 (2) and 
(3), stipulate that, for the application of the tariff system in 
force by virtue of Article 3 (1) of the Agreement, in trade between 
the former EFTA countries, only those products referred to in 
Article 25 (1) of Protocol No 3 may benefit from drawback of 
customs duty of whatever kind; 
~:.'here as in practice it is a result of these provisions thr .. t the 
benefit of drawback of custor.1s duty or exemption from customs 
duty of whatever kind, is prohibited for products originatin;'! 
in the Cor.tilU11i ty as ori.:;inally constituted or in Ireland wh:Lch are 
used in the manufacture of products which may benefit from the tariff 
system resultin.'; from Article 3 (1) of the A.;~reement; 
','.'here as this pro hi bi tion must continue for as long as the tariff 
s~,rstem resul tin5 from Article 3 ( 1) of the Agreement is not identical 
to that resultin~ from Article 3 (2) thereof; 
'Nhereas, how0ver, for the ma.iori ty of the products concerned, this 
pro hi bi tion will continue onl;tl until 30 June 1977; whereas it is 
appropriate in a dasire for simplification, to lay dov:m the same 
dat0 for all the products in question, 
HAS DECID2:J AS ~'OLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The text·of Article 23 of Protocol No 3 shall be replaced by 
the followin:,-: 
... / ... 
---- -·------ --~ --
1 
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"Article 23 
1. VIi thout pre judice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2 products of the kind to which the Agreement applies, which 
are used in the manufacture of products for which a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 is issued or completed, can 
only be the .subject of drawback of customs duty or benefit from an 
exemption from customs duty of whatever kind when products 
originating .in the Community, Switzerland or one of the six countries 
referred to in ~rticle 2 of this Protocol are concerned. 
2. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 
No 2, products originating in the Community as originally consti tu:i:'ed 
or in Ireland which are used in the manufacture of products obtain~d 
in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 25(1) may not 
be the subject, in the State where such manufacture took place, of 
drawback of.customs duty or benefit from an exemption of customs 
duty of whatever kind until 30 June 1977. 
·. 3. In this and the following Articles, the term "customs duty" 
also means charges having an equivalent effect to custom duty • 
. . . / ... 
""~··-----
• 
/ 
.. 
----·· -··· -- ---------·------ ---- ·-·--- -- ·--·---~~ 
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Article 2· 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1976. 
Done at Brussels, on 1 December 1975 
By the Joint Committee 
The President 
R. de KERGORLAY 

I 
... 
~-_......_ _______________ --·-------- --·--·-
·---- ----·-·-----·----------- .... -----. ---·. ---· .... 
AGR.'5:i'l•1ENT EEC- SWITZERLAND 
TI-T:!: ,.TOINT COMMITTEE 
DECISION No 2 /75 OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
of 1 December 1975 
amending Protocol No 3 
concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 
and repealing Joint Committee Decision No 4/73 
THE JOINT COMMITTEE, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Swiss Confederation signed in Brussels on 
22 July 1972, 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation (hereinafter referred to as "Protocol No 3"), 
and in particular Article 28 thereof; 
... I ... 
- 2-
Whereas it is desirable that the value l~mits laid down in 
Article 14 of Protocol No 3 should be raised; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide a box in the movement certificate 
EUR. 1 and in Form EUR. 2 in which the name of the country of origin 
should be inserted; whereas it is, as a result desirable to amend 
the models of this certificate and form; 
Whereas it is also necessary to simplify further the procedure for 
issuin~ this certificate and for completing this form and inter alia 
by extending the measures adopted by Jol11t Cc~ittee D~0.ision No 4/73 
to other means of transport, as well as to raise the value limit 
laid down in that Decision, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:· 
Article 1 
The text of Article 14 (1) and (2) of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted and replaced by the following: 
I 
"1 • The Community and Swi t7.erland shall admit as originating 
products benefiting from the Agreement without requiring the 
production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or a form EUR. 2 
any goods sent as small packages to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage, provided that 
such goods are not imported by way of trade and have been 
declared as meeting the conditions required for the 
application of these provisions, and where there is no doubt 
as to the veracity of such declaration. 1 
... / ... 
\ 
--~~-· 
... 
.. ___ --ro-___________ - ... -- ..... ...-- ..... _______ -- -- _____ -....,_ 
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2. Importations which are occasional and consist solely of 
goods for the personal use of the recipients or travellers 
or their families shall not be considered as importations by 
way of ·trade if it is evident from the nature and quantity 
of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 
100 units of account in the case of small packages or 
300 units of account in the case of the contents of 
travellers' personal luggage." 
Article 2 
The model movement certificate EUR. 1 given in Annex V to the 
Protocol No 3, as amended by Joint Committee Decision No 10/73, shall 
be replaced by the model given in Annex I hereto. 
Article 3 
Note 8 to Article 10 of Annex I of Protocol No 3 shall be 
deleted. 
Article 4 
1. Article 8 (2) of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 shall be 
deleted. 
. .. ; ... 
............. ___________ ---
·----------·-------·•-•U•••"• ,. 
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2. The first subparagraph of Article 19 (2) of Joint Committee 
Decision No 3/73 shall be replaced by the following: 
"For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
paragraph 1, the customs authorities of the importine State 
shall return the movement certificate or the form 
EUR. 2 or a photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, the 
reasons of substance o~ form for an inquiry. The invoice, 
if it has been s~bmitted, or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the form EUR. 2 and the customs authorities 
shall forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that the particulars given on the said certificate 
or the said form are inaccurate." 
Article 5 
Article 21 of Decision No 3/73 of the Joint Committee shall 
be replaced by the following: 
"Article 21 
The initials and the endorsements referred to in 
Articles 13, 14 and 20 shall be inserted in the 11 REI.1A.RJCS" box 
of the certificate." 
... ; ... 
• 
----·---· 
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' Article 6 
1. W.:.thout pre judice to Article 8 ( 1) of Protocol No 3, originat-
ing products within the meaning of that Protocol shall, provided 
the consignment consists only of originating products and provided 
the value doeG not exceed i,500 units of account per consignment, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement on import into the 
on 
Community or Swit?:erla.m3 /presentation of form EUR.2 of which a 
model is given in Annex II. 
2. One form EUR.2 shall be completed for each consignment. 
Article 7 
Form EUR.2 shall be completed by the exporter or, under his res-
ponsibility, by his authorized representative. It shall be ma~e out on 
the form of Which a model is given in Annex II. This form shall be 
printed in one or more of the languages in which the Agreement ifl drawn 
up. It nhall be made out in one of these languages and in accordance 
with the provisions of the domestic law of the exporting State. If it 
' ' is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in block letters. 
Form EUR.2 sha:Ll be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up.to plus· 8 nun 
or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. The paper used shall be 
whi.te papPr dressed for writing r1•;t containin{{ mechanical pulp arid 
weighing not 1 f?fJs than 64 g/rn2. 
- 6 -
The Member States of the Community and Switzerland mayreserve the 
right to print the forms themselves or may have them printed by printers 
approved·by them.. In the latter case each form must bear a reference 
to such approval. In addition, the form must bear the· name and address 
of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be .identified. It 
shall· also bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which ··it 
can be identified. 
Article 8 
In order to ensure proper application of this Decision, the Member 
;States of the Community and Switzerland shallassist each other, throUgh 
1their respective customs administrations, in checking the authenticity· 
and accuracy of exporters' declarations made on forms EUR.2 • 
. ~ 
Article 9 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who completes a form or 
causes a form to 'be completed which contains inaccurate information 
for the ·purpose of enabling goods to benefit from preferential treat-
ment. 
Article 10 
:1• \ ' , Mov-ezfient certificates made out on the forms previously·in 
· .. fo:r.ce, may .. be· used· until. depletion of __ stocks and at. the latest~ up t·o 
and including 30 June 1977, under thJ: conditio~ laid down before 
the entry into force of this Decision. 
. .. ; ... 
- --. 
• 
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2. Forma EUR.2 made out gn the form previau.~ in-foroe may 
be used until depletion of stocks and at the latest up to and 
including 30 June 1977 for postal consignments (including 
parcel post) under the conditi~ns l~i~. down petore the entry 
into force of this Decision 
Additionally, they may be used until depletion of stocks and 
< 
at the latest up to and including 30 June 1977, under.the con~ 
dijions l~id dowu by this Decision. In that case,_ the information 
to be given in Box 8 of the forms, models of which are to be 
found in k1nex II, should be given in Box 7. 
Article ·11 
Decision No 4/73 of the Joint Committee is he~~by repealed. 
Article 12 
The text of Article 18 of Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 
shall be replaced by the following: 
"Article 18 
Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his 
authorized representative shall complete and Gign the 
form EUR.2. 
If the goods contained.in the consignment have already 
been subject to verification in the exporttng oountry by 
reference to the definition of the. concept of ·~originating 
products••, the exporter may refer to \}).is ohaok in the "REMARKS" 
' ' . 
box of form EUR. 2 •" · 
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Article 13 
An exporter who has completed a fr: -,~m EUR.2 shall be obliged ·to 
·submit, at the request of the Customs authorities of the exporting 
country, supporting evidence concerning the use of this form. 
Article 14 
This .Dec;ision shall enter into force on 1 Fr-~brua.r,v 1976. 
,.'111 ... 
\ 
~~}Iii.: : .. ~·· ~· ~· 
,_ ....... ·· 
;-
Done at Brussels, on 1 December 1975 
For the Joint Committee, 
The Chairman 
R. de KEROORLAY 
.. 
MOVEMENT CERnFtCATE ARR'EX I 
1. Exporter CNMte. full addr•"· oo11nlt)'l EUR.1 No. A oooooo · 
2. Certrttcate utt:td In preferential trade between 
a. Con•!fnee (Name, full addr .... country) (Optional) 
and 
. 4. Country, group of countrlea or · 1. Country, group of 
territory in whiCh the producta countriH or territofy 
are considered as origtnating of deltination 
I. Tlaftaport detaUa COptionall 
' ~ ti" fOOd• I. Item number; markl and numbers I Number and kind of packagea (" ); deacription of goode 
.,. not 
1. GroM 10. lnvoicea 
weight (kg) . (O,tionaO · =~·in· 
nuinwol 
artlolee., 
atale •in 
bclfll" •• 
.,twOPI' ... 
or other mea· 
aure (Jitrea. 
cu.m, etc.) 
~------~--~----~·--~----------,----~~~~---" .. ~~-T'·~--~~--~----------~--------~ 11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMJiJNT 
Declaration certif;t<{l 
Export document l~l: 
Form ....................... " ............................ No ......................... .. 
Cuttoma office: ......................................................... h .... . 
llluing country or territory: ................................... .. 
• • • '..;_t._ •• t. ..................... i"ll.l•l ....... " ..... ., .............. - ...................................... .. 
Dlte ................. ; ........................................................................ . 
......................................... , ••• ~;&;;)''"''"'"'"-''""-'""''"""" 
... ,.. 
11. DICLARAnON 8Y THIIXPORTIR 
I, the uftdefltlned. cJeciate· that the goocla · 
deaorl~ a&Mwe rrteet.tft• oonditiofta ....... 
red for the Ia•• of thlt oertifteate. 
Place and dis.:-------
... ; ... 
. ·· 
r;a, IIIQU~ F~ll ~liiiiFIOAn~N; to 
~ ' :' t 
l 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate 
is requested • 
. • "'"''~"'""''""'"' __ ._M_o•o;.,,_.,.,(pj~~;··;·~'d''"d;i;)""'''''''"'""''"'"''"''~'"""'"""""''""""'"''" 
Stamp 
.... , •. ...,_,_•""UO ...... , .. ..., _ _.._,_,_,,_,, .. , ... ,, • .,.., .. ~,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,u•••••••••••• ... •••••••·••••• 
(8ionalure) 
2 -
, •• ltiiUI.T Oil '#IIUIWICATION 
Verification cafried out ahowe that thia certificate (1) 1 
D 
0 
was issued by the Customs Office indicated and that lhe 
informatiol'! contained therein is accurate. 
doea not meet the requirements aa to authenticity and 
accuracy (aee remarks appended). 
.......... _ .. _, ................. -..................................................................... -... ____ _ 
(Place 1nd d1t•l 
................................................... ,s.i;·~~·i;;;i .............................................. -
,,, lnaart X In the appropriate boa. 
NOTII 
1. Crtrliflcattl tnllllrtot oont1irt eruurtl or word• written over one another. Any 1ileretlon1 mual b11 rnadt by deleting the. Incorrect p1rtlculare 1nd lcldlnt anw n~eeelfJ 
corrtotlona. An~ euoh llltrllion mutt b1 lniti1iled by the ptrlon who oompl•tad the oertifie•t• •nd endoratd by the Cuttom• &uthor~tltt of the tuulnt oountry or lerrltory. 
'J. No 1p1011 rnual tit ltfl betw11n the item• •nter•d on tile urt1flc1te 1nd .. oh it 11m muat be precod11d b~ an item number. A horiaorttllllnt mutt be Cllf'lwll lfll1ft1Ctla1J Htow 
tile l .. llttm. Any wnuaed tpaoe mull be tlruok through in tuch 1 manner 11 to m&lt.t '"Y l11t11r 1ddihon1 lmpoallblt, 
3 Qoodl mu1t ~~ cftloribed In aeoord1noe with oomm1rcl•l practice tnd with tufflolent dttailto tntbia thtrn to be Identified • 
... ; ... 
(ANNEX I) 
... 
- 3 -~~~----__;,A_P ..... P_LI;..;;C~A...,..T'~O_,N !OR·A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1 • ll,.rltf (NaMe, ruu aii'"'· eoufttry) 
3. ~nsftn .. (Na.,a, full addre11, country) 'Optional) 
I;. •fP!.,.f"Ut f:t.t.ll& (Optional) 
EUR.1 No. A o·ooooo 
2. Application for a certtflate to be u1ed .In prafeiefttlal 
trade between 
anf:t 
4. Country, group of countriet or a; COuntry, group of 
territory in wh1cn the ~uota ·· coUftttiet 6r terrieoly · 
are considered aa originating i · of dettination 
7. Remarkt 
(1) tt 1o0c1e . a. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kind of packagea (~; description of good a 
.,. not 1. Groat 10. lnvoicet 
weight (kfl (()ptioNf) ,....., .... 
dica1e 
'"""'*of ...... ., 
""'
1
ift ......... 
or other ~nea· 
aure (litres. 
cu.m. etc.) 
....... 
.._ _______ .. 
• .• t .. .;,. 
(~I) 
I, the undersigned. e~portar Qf.~h~ gQoda describad overleaf, 
- 4 -
f 
\ 
DECLARE that th.e goode meet the conditione required for the isaue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY aa followa'the circumstances which have enabled these goode to meet the above conditione: 
-··-·-.. - .... ·-···-........................... -.... -.......................................... ~ .................... _.,,._, __ ................ ---··-· ............. _ .... _, ___ ,...._ _____ _ 
... .. 
---·-.. - .................................. -..................................................................... ,,_,_., __ ........ --....... ,_ .. ,, .............. - ........... _,. ____ . ______ _ 
---... -....... - ..................................... _.,, ....................... -........................... -..... -.... -........ --.... -........ '"-'""'"" ___ ,,,.,_ .... _ ................ _. ________ _.; 
---··---· ... - .............. - .................................. .w ............. _ .. __ .................... _, •••• _ ........ __ , ........... - ........................ --.-· ......... ___________ _ 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): ... 
--·----"'"''""""-''''-HOHHHoOoH""''"''''''""''''""'"-"''""''"""'"''"''''''"'''''"'"_"" __ Ho-HOH_H __ .. __ OMoO_.,,_,_H __________ _ 
----..... __ ,_ ......... -....... ~ ................................................. -............. ""'''--................ - ......... _.,.,_, __ ,, ......... -.............. --.. ·-----------
UNDERTAKE to aubmit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these authorities may require 
for the purpose of issuing the attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inspection of my accounte 
and ~ any check on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, carried out by the eaid authorities; 
REQUEST the iaaua of the attached certificate for these goods. 
.. ................................... ----·-· .. ··-"'"(ii;;;;;;,--·---.. - ... -. 
(1) FOJ tkamplt: import documente, movement oertificatee, invoioee, manufaoturer'a declarallona, etc., rtferrlng to the prodwota ueecl In manufactu,. or lht oood• re· 
.. -- .. ~tporttd in the lame atatt. 
(ANN~ I) 
Iii •• ' '"' 
i 
I 
...... 
i 
= 
. FGI"a E U R 2 No A 
r1J CX~O-TlR (Nama, full addrese, country) 
~ CONS IGMEE (N•••, full addre11, country) 
llJ REMARKS (2) -
f.UJ, tiAAKS, KUHE£,RS OF CONSIGNMENT AtiO DESCRIPTION OF GOODS . 
AUEX·tt 
~ FORM UliO II PIIFIA£NTIAL TMOI 111VIIM (1) 
••••••••••••••••• AID ••••••••••••••• 
~ IJ~I .ARATIOH lY THC: EXPO·!TER 
I, tha underafr.ned, uporter .of the oooda d"es :rfl• 
below, declare that the goods~o.Plr with the rt• 
qufremenh for the cotpletlon of thta for• and that 
the goodt have obtained tht atatua of orl~fnattn9 
produch within the provhton• ooveratao prtferen-
tfal trade 1hown lA iptct 1. 
~ PLACE AND OAT£ 
11 S IGH4TUf:E OF EXPORTER 
ljj COUrHRV Of ORJGIN. (3) 1..11 COUIHU Of' DESTIUTIUI(~) 
~ GROSS WE IGHJ (koJ 
~AUTHORITY IN THE EXPORTNIG COUNTRY (~) 
~SPONSIBlE FOR VERIFICATIOJl OF Ttl 
OE CURAT I tl BY TH£ £ XPORTER 
(1) lutrt the countries, oroupa of countrlu or tarrltor;a~ concerned. (2) Refer to ~tty vttfUt.aHon •h•ady ~ 
carried out by tht approprtate author,t\ea, (3) By the tart •country of ortgla1 \1 tlllt oeuAtry, group 
of countrlet or territory where the ooods are conatderod to bt or'o'nat,ft9• <•) By the tera •couatry of 
dnttnatton• ~· ••ant country, group of countrtte or terrUory of dtaUnaUoa. ·. 
~J R£QU£ST FOR VERIFICATION U4l RESULT OF VERIFICATIOf · 
The verfffeat·fon of the declaration by the exporter on Verfflcatlon carrfadout ahowe that (1) 
., the 1ront of thJ s form t s requested ( •) O the atatemenh and partie" lara tfvn In this 
form are aecurate 
••••••••••·•··································••··•·• (Place and date) 
Sta11p 
0 thfs for• doea hot aaet the.-rtqvlrtttnta 11 to accuracy and authentlcUy (ttt ruarka 
appended) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Place and date) 
-
Stup 
••••••••••••••••••••••• (Signature) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Signature) · 
(1) P1ace an X where applicable. ' 
(•) Sub1equant vorHicat,on& of foru £UR.2 shall bt oarrhtd out at raudoa or whenever the cutto.~ author\ttee of 
the ltport'nq Stat• hove reasonable doubt a1 io tho accuracy of tha 'nforaatton reoard,no the authentSottv of 
the forma and the true or1gln of the QC!ods In qu11H on, . 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETtON OF fORM EUR.2 
1, A for1 EUR.2 may bo mad9 o~t only for ooods vh,ch tn tha exportln~ r.auntry fulf,1 the cond\t,ont tptc\f\ed by 
tht pl"ovi<;L.,s IJCivi'ttir:g he trade referred to In Box 1
111 
.. ~~~ provlttons 1ust h~ studied carefully before the Fora \1 coapleted; 
2. Jn the case of a consiQnmoni by parcel post th• exporter attachea the for• to tht despatch note. In the catt 
of cana,onaant by letter post he encloses the 1or• '" the package. The reftrtact 1EUR.2' and the 11rtal nuaitt 
of tnt fol"t thould be stated on the Custott groen label declaration C1 or on the Cu1toae dtclaratton C2/CP3, al 
approprfate. · . 
3. fhtse tnatructton1 do not exe1pt tht t)(portar fro1 co1plylr.o vtth any other foNtlltttt requll"ed by ou•t•• .,. 
_..tal reoulattone. · 
•· AI. exporter ·who use• thtt for• J• obltoed to lubaH to the appropriate authorltln.., •pporth'l evldta.ce· vhlch 
the, aay requtre and to coree to any lnapeot,on by the• of hla accounta Gnd ~f the ,rteltlll of .. nufactur• of 
tAl loodt deacttbed \n Box t1 of thtt fort. 

